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ALBUaUEBaUE EVENING CITIZEN.
ALHUQUEKQUE, NEW MEXICO, TllUHSDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 2,
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ILOQTERS AT WORK AT MOSCOW

RUSSIA DRUNKEN WITH BLOOD OF
SLAIN BEGINS DEATH BACCHANAL
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Such Scenes Unknown Since Early Days of French
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Revolution, When Neither Age
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LIVELY SCENES ON THfc
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Jews are Pillaged of Goods and Murdered at Pleasure
of Mobs, Soldiers Aiding in Killing
and Sharing Plunder.
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FOUNDER'S DAY AT CARNEGIE
INSTITUTE PROPERLY OBSERVED
Day will bo the opening of the annual art exhibition in
the galleries. The exhibition this year

"with Founder'

CHEAP RATES TO CALIFORNIA

LEVEE IMPROVEMENTS

and contains a large
number of highly meritorious works
Irom American And foreign artists.
Three medals will be. awarded, one of
gold. Willi a cash prize of l..'ioo; one
of silver, carryiu an award of Jl.ooo;
and one of bronze, carrying a money
award of $,"no. There will also be
'Honorable Mention" to other meritorious, works. The special awards tor
'American artists consist of a fir.-- t
prize of fl.uiJi) and a second of $r'io,
lor the best and next best painting ,
'in oils by an American, wherever
completed In the yir liMiTi, and
exhibited for the first time at this
'exhibition. In addition two or more
'paintings will bo purchased by the
'trustees for the Chronological Collee-'tiowhich is intended to represent
'ihe progress of painting in America.
The artists receive bronze medals in
Addition to the price paid for their
pain' ings.
'
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THIS PICTUKR SHOWS A MOll AT WOHK I THE ANCIENT CAPITAL OF KU?SIA. ,THE SHOPS
iiwiiivi3 auc ft.OAU Ullli JT.JtJll 1'1'AJi'ilfi,
ryiN'fJ PHI ACiED. AND AS U iHAI, l.x M I u
TAKE FROM THE SHOPS.
WHO NLKi) THE STUFF TI1E

WILL BE NECESSARY.
MANY IMMIGRANTS.
The
Washington, 1).
Nov. 2.
The zenith of the summer's migra- naval i.iticers who ('.,
i.ave charge of
the
to
immigrants
tion of tourists and
at the s'ailon of New Orelans,
Pacific coast through this city wi.l be report considerable difficulty on
of the uncertain condition of
readied tonight when eight trains,
heavily loaded the
river. It will be neccarrying seventy-fivcurs will reach here. Pour will be essary so n to improve the levee at
running as No. 1 and four will be run- Algiers, l.a., whi re the naval station
is, and tho difficulty so far encounterning a train No. 7.
The cheap rates closed on the 31st ed by the authorities is that contractof October .and the last of the ex- ors are not willing to undertake the
cursionists to leave Chicago w ill reach project for the available amount aphere tonight. The rate from Chicago propriated by congress. There is too
gre.it risk in assuming obliu at ions for
to Las Angeles was $3, the cheap.--iever known, and the rate from Kan-- work in connection wi'h the
river, and it is probable that
City to Ixjs Angeles was $::Ti.
improveThese were only one way rates, and muc-i- i jf the
judging from this fact, the majority ment will have to be done by day's
of the excursionists are going to Cali- labor by the authorities ai tho naval
fornia expecting to remain perma- station. A movement Is on foot to
nently.
eiiUfce tlie army engineers on the
Ther were fire trains through the task and to employ in that connection
ihe army dredges in that locality.
city going west last night.
Mis.-isi-ip-
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WILL

ASK

FOR

NAVY

INCREASE

have found three lengths of blood- -'
stained rope and a wad of absorbent
cotton, also saturated with blood.
exCounty Prosecutor
St 111 well
presses the firm belief that tho boy-wachloroformed and " then ' tied on
olis.
This afternoon at 2:30 Prince Louis the railroad track as part of an inand Admiral Sands wld review a bri itiation into a college fraternity. Still-we- ll
says that he has several persons
gade of midshipmen. After dress parade, will occur the reception by Ad under surveillance.
miral Sands to Prince Louis, his staff
and the commanding officers of the NINETEEN MORE VESSELS NAVY.
ASKED FOR THE
squadron".
The prince, accompanied
Washington,
D.
C, Nov. 2. A
by his staff and commanding officers,
will leave on a special train tomorrow formidable, yet necessary, increase In
y
for Washington, where they will be the navy has been recommended
presented to the president by Sir the general naval loard. of vhlch AdMortimer Durand, British ambassador, miral Dewey is president. It recommends that the president ask congress to authorize during the comlnrf
AFFAIRS ARE GIVEN
Three battleMORE LARGELY IN DETAIL. session of congress:
enAnnapolis, Md., Nov. 2.
Now that ships of such displacement as will
at least ten
the official ceremonies of the recep- able them to carry guns;
six torpedo
breach loading
tion of the British visitors are over,
the most cordial relations have been boats; six torpedo boat destroyers;
Ia
torpedo boats.
established between the officers and four
men of the British and American' order to carry the guns proposed, the
displacement
a
squadron, and they are fraternizing all battleships must have
'
alotiR the line. Steam launches and of at least 18,000 tons.
gigs are constantly crossing and
from one Bhlp to another, SECRETARY SHAW WILL
carrying officers making calls. Many
of the officers went on shore and
RUN THREE BIG HOUSES
spent the day with the officers of the
American squadron, visiting the Naval
Washington, D. C, Nov. 2. 'An inAcademy and othej points of Interest
In and around the'e ity. The sailors of timate friend of Secretary Leslie M.
with
Rear Admiral Evans" squadron, who Shaw, who is well acquainted
for the future,
saved up $10,000 from their wages to the secretary'splans
use that fund for the entertainment confirms the report that when Mr.
of the British sailors, are quite proud Shaw leaves the cabinet next spring,
of three large
of .bolntr ib!e to nlay hocts and r.re he will become the head In
hia honia
The financial institutions
dolni? the honors handsomely.
Mr. Shaw now control
American boys have not forgotten the state, Iowa. Denlson,
and intends to
of
hospitality with which they were re- the Bank
the affairs, of that institu
ceived and entertained on the occas- wind up
place he will establish
ion of the American fleet's visit to tion. In its
national bank, a Bavlngs bank and a.
Portsmouth, England. Comparatively
trust company. Secretary
little can be done here for the amuse-"raen- t loan and
president of all three
of the visiting sailors, but they Shaw will be the
expects, through
will have a great time when they institutions, and he
financiers, to
with
acquaintance
his
on
9th.
New
reach
the
York
largest of their kind la
the
them
make
program
The official entertalnmenD
Is stated that Secretary
for today Includes a number of re- the west. It
highly advantageous
ceptions, exchanges of visits, short Shaw receivedseveral
large western
trips, and sight seeing and the formal offers from declined to accept them.
banks,
but
Evans
Admiral
dinner which Rear
will give to Prince Louis of Batten-burand the officers of his squad- DESERTED WIFE DESIRES
ron on board the Maine this evening.
LOCATION OF A. C CHENEY
In the afternoon there' will be a foot
'
"i
and
teams
game
ball
between cadet
It Is exueeted that Prince LouiB and SHE CLAIMS THAT HE CAME TV
many of his officers will be present.
ALBUQUERQUE WITH ANOTHs

12-In- ch

SECRETARY TAFT

DYING CRY OF MAN WHO DARED

e

REACHES PANAMA

NOT LIVE, YET DEARLY LOVED
Cashier Lee Clarke's Note to His Wife but Shortly
Before Taking His Own Life, in
,
Which He Charged

Gala Day Because of Taft's

Arrival and Second
Natal Day.

f!!S RUIN TO

FLAGS AMD

MANY

-

ANDREWS

THE

AND

Pittsburg,
Pa., Nov. 2. United
Attorney Dunkle statDistrict
States
ed today that Cashier Lee Clarke had
left another written statement beaides
the one addressed to his wife, dealing
with Enterprise National lank affairs.
Attorney Dunkie said that the statement or confession was In the hands
It Is not
of Receiver Cunningham.
signed, but charges W.'.H. Andrews
with Clarke's ruin.
"Has anything been done towards
beginning criminal action against any
one?" was asked.
"Nothing yet," replied Dunkle. "We
must be able to show that Clarke and
others were In a conspiracy to wreck
the bank or misappropriate its funds,
before we can get action against them,
and Cashier Clarke being dead. It Is
going to be something difficult to do.
Besides, Special Examiner Moxey has
not finished his investigation and will
not be able to do so for several
months."

FULLER PARTICULARS
OF PITIFUL STORY
(Too late for last night's Citizen.)
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 1. Tho followClarke, cashing statement of T.
ier of the EnSfcTprise. National bankof Allegheny, wiitten a few hours bofore lie committed hulclde, was made
public tonight:
"Dearest Wife hiid Children :
"In ten hours nr ss I will be in
another world. Vcu !. .ve been a dear,
l.as workgood wile to nu. .'.ii
Keep all the
ed my ru::i. Dur
an."a e babies.
insurance lor our.-e-!t
How hard il is to leave .jii all. 1
have made a desperate efl'ott to keep
get
the
could
things going until
mad financed, but it has been too
I
blow, i ne examiner is here and am
;o torsive me.
It is not all
ruined.
ully
have been
my fault.
everyThe bunk will
rolihed.
thing but my life insurance.
"Tour husband,
i
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INVEIGLE

BY

two navies.
Eariy In the day there started from
tho bay r long column of white and
leudei. c liieii l.iuncl.'es steaming up
from the fleet, bringing British and
American officers for a day in Annap

'J

new-guard-s

Today Is
Pittsburg, Pa.. Nov. 2.
InstiCarnegie
Founder's Hay at the
tute, and the anniversary will be
marked by several important events.
The customary Founder's Day (.xeroses will be held in Music Hall this
afternoon, beginning at 2 o'clock. An
program has been arinteresting
ranged and Melville E. Stone, general
manager of the Associated Press, and
General A. W. Greeley, the famous
Arctic explorer, will be the principal
speakers of the occasion. Twenty-liv- e
hundred invitations litive been sent
out to friends of the institution in various parts of the country, and a lame
nun
attendance is expected. Many
s
prominent in various lines of
or profession will be present.
This evening Music Hall will again
when the
'lie filled to overflowing,
'Pittsburg Orchestra, under Conductor
'Paur, will open its concert season. An
'unusually fine program has been
for the opening concert. Another important event in connection

Railway TracK

Aiiuapolis, Md., Nov. 2. The Amer
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Nov. 2. Burled
ican and British officers are quickly beneath a culvert. 200 feet from the
becoming acquainted and all the fore- siKit where Stuart Pierson, a Kenyon
noon there were infor.ial exchanges college student was ground to death
of vtHta 'oetween the officers of the by a train on Sunday, the authorities

h

E

busl-'nes-

Pierson Was Bound to

Entertainments are Enjoyed Fraternity Society Initiation
on Land and Visits Made
at Kenyon College
Between Ships.
Recmtly.

iti' killed and tachments
low

Anti-Jewis-

Vi

.

RIP TO WASHINGTON 10M0RR0W

appears are filled with Cossacks and flying de
of the red cross, which fol
the bands of murderous rioters.
over loo were injured during the conthe
flict hero l'Pt iiil.t. Instead of the Firing has been uninterrupted
expected abolition of martial law, to- whole day and still continues, as this
day the governor had the walls cov- dispatch is filed.
Many hundreds have been killed
ered with proclamations announcing
that in consequence of yesterday's and wounded. The Cossacks eagerly
disturbance, any crowds assembling attacked the student militia, which
in the streets Khali be dispersed by has been courageously endeavoring to
stop the bands who were rioting and
force of arms.
Restaurants were closed at noon pillaging, principally in the Jewish
The looters openly divide
and tratuc Btop'.i?d. Despite the gov- quarter.
ernor's proclaim: 'on, immense patri- the goods, the Cossacks In many quarotic crowds gathered in various parts ters of the city participating in the
of the city during the afternoon and proceeds of the robberies.
The city is in a dreadful stale of
paraded the streets, headed by Catholic priests carrying crosses and na- panic.
con
tional flags. The processions
verted toward the monument to the- ANTI - JEWISH RIOTS ARE
SPREADING FAR AND WIDE
Polish poet, Mickiewicz, where patri2.
Orel,
Nov.
riots
otic speeches aroused enthusiasm.
The Infantry fired on a crowd of have broken out here. Shops have
demonstrators at 3 o'clock this af- been looted and many people killed or
Two persons were kilted injured.
ternoon.
and seven wounded. Many other
fights took place in various parts of(-)NPLEASING SPOT IN
the city. Socialists are attacking,
DEATH'S DREAD CARNIVAL
.
Nov 2. Pie city Is
The social democrats this afternoon n
of a
under the guardianship
issued a proclamation calling for
tornicd citizen militia, con.i-.t- Polish flags were dis- - ?p'y
revolution.
and
of students and workmen,
played from many balconies and a lng
mustering 300 men, armed with weapmass meeting was held.
police.
The
A deputation of prominent citizens ons taken from the
patrolled the streets all night.
visited the governor general to protest against yesterday's massacre la There were no disturbances.
front of th,e city hall, beseeching him
DREAMS
to withdraw the military in order to ST. PETERSBURG
IN FANCIED SECURITY.
avoid bloodshed. The governor promNov. 2. Prospects
ised that the soldiers would not be St. Petersburg,
allowed to use their weapons unless for the country's quieting down forthe present at least, are much hrlghtattacked
The strike committee of the Vistula er. While the revolutionary spirit is
railroad has received a telegram from abroad, the masses of the reds seem to
"First vic- realize that they 'have reached the end
St. Petersburg saying:
of the tether, and they are afraid to
tory has been gained; hold out."
push matters to a point of failure. SoHUMANITY SHOCKED BY
cial democrats and strike, leaders are
BLOODY CRIME RECORD. realizing that' they wlll.oon be lu '.he
Odessa, Nov. 2. Anarchy Is 'ram- minority, and so have declared the
pant here. Kilting and plunderirig by strike off, beginning tomorrow. Trains
lands of hundreds of loyalists con- are already running on many lines,
fined this morning. The night was and the backbone of the strike is
made hideous by bodies of loyalists, broken.
with whom the police are fraternizingr
principal CREATION OF CABINET
marching through
the
GIVES DISSATISFACTION.
streets bearing national flags and porNov. 2. The imtraits of the emperor, singing the naSt. Petersburg,
tional hymn and smashing everything perial decree, creating a cabinet of
In their way and looting shops and ministers under the imperial manihouses.
festo granting a constitution to Rus-siHospital wagons passed through
was gazetted this morning, and
the streets incessantly, carrying off has already aroused criticism, as the
the killed, wounded and mutilated. machinery Is extremely complicated,
The populace Is panic stricken.
and smacks of the old fashioned
bureaucratic regime. The relations of
emLater and More Horrible.
the cabinet to the counsil of the
to the
Odessa, Nov. 2. Troops WTeaked pire, or upper chamber, andchamber,
terrible vengeance on the residents imperial douma or yopularthe powers
of three houses from the balconies of are not disclosed, because
de-which shots had been fired upon the of these bodies have not yet been
fltlAt
troops by unknown persons. The
Two features are especially unsat
soldiers stormed the houses, and with
ns no
nnhnn
rt a vti ft r V m Bflflfl(rpH all Cif- isfactory. While theanycautnet
matter with
to
deride
tv,v.w
it. to norafcifintiir
jivioiotvuu; n authnriiv competency
lilt? luuauuauia,
of the legislative
serted that the persons who fired on lng the
lnv
of Kener
the troops were disguised policemen, bodies, no measure
in tne
who did this to purposely provoke the portance" can be introduced
chambers without the sanction of the
troops
The city is a dismal sight. Streets cabinet.
"Warsaw,

JF

o

IN CREATING THE CABINET UNSATISFACTORY

thai thirty persons

and Utmost

Harmony Prevails.

AND ODESSA CHIEF AMONG SUFFERERS

MANIFESTO

IN A CULVERT

Two Fleets Fraternizing Produce Belief that Young

T

.

Nor Sex Was Spared.
WARSAW

.

;

t.
sv

271)

BLOODY CORDS

OUR COUSINS

V

, i.

jS

-

NUMBER

1SM)5.

Clarke committed suicide on the
morning of October IS, and the above
nateni;iit, wriiteu in pencil on one of
the bank's letterheads, was found in
the dead man's home by his fourteen
year old daughter and turned over to
his attorney. It was evidently wril- ten at the bank before the biiicide,
Examiner Cunningham
when Hank
and Clark worked until midnight on
the books.
The bank was closed by the comptroller of the ciitreiicy on the afternoon following Clarke's suicide, on
advices from Examiner Cunningham.
The above statement Is not the one
alleged to be In the possession of the
That one, the
federal authorities.
fiieiids of the dead cashier say, was
given to the government suthorlties,
Inn its existence has beei. vigorously

de. ilcd.
T. l.ee Clarke, tho deceast 4 cashier,
was treasurer of the Santa Fi Central
railroad, of which W. II. Andrews was
Tliis road is in New Mex
(iivsiib i.t
ico, and is about 117 miles long, running from Santa Ke to Torrance, with
a branch now ijrojccted to AlbtKiuer-qtie- .
.

The road connects at Santa Ee with
the Deiiuver & it io Craude, at Kennedy with the Atchison. Topeka &
Santa Ee, and at Torrance with tho
Et Paso ami Southwestern.
The railway was Cap. tabued at
J.'.r.'ili.iii'U, and is bonded to the e- -

.

SINTA FE

ANTRAL

MUCH BUNTING

Ii

Colon, iiitv. 2.
Uuk-w- i
wlatos
cniiser Columbia from Norfolk. Va.
October ZH, with Secretary
and
tent of $2,500.0ti0. Of this amount his party on board, has pint Taft
been Big
Issued, naled. Public buildings, offices
J2.0(l0,bil(l bonds have been
of
while $500,000 have been kept In the the Panama railroad and other es
treasury for betterments.
tahllshments are flying flags in honor
A dispatch from Franklin, Pa.,
of the double event, the second annl
says:
versary of the establishment of the
"The alertness of Receiver John B. republic of Panama and the arrival of
NaEnterprise
Cunningham, of the
Secretary Taft.
tional Hank of Allegheny, has resultof
ed In securing for the creditors
Items of Additional News.
that institution something like $17,50,
Colon,
Nov. 2.
Secretary Taft and
foreign
attachwhich was seized on a
party of engineers arrived here
ment against W. H. Andrews. Just his
today and were received by the heads
before the close of business at the of
the canal authorities. They went
court house yesterday, J. H. Osmer
occupy quarters on
& Sons, attorneys, received a telegram astiore and will
during their stay in the iBthmlan
from Receiver. Cunningham instruct land
They expect to return! to the
ing them to attach all the real and zone.
United Slates by the 16th of this
personal property of W. H. Andrews month.
The writ was
in Vena'. go county.
was to be served by Sher- BOER COLONY IN
issuec
i
iff Mc,hlnncy today.
MEXICO GIVES UP.
"U directed particularly that all
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 2. The Hoer
money and credits in the handa of the
In
Chihuahua
established
National Transit company, through colony,
Mexico, by Genera! V. D. Snymnn, Is
which the Standard OH company pur- completely
disbanded. A letter to the
chases Its crude oil, lie attached.
Herald from P.. J. Viljocn, late Boer
It Is understood that the receiver took army
general, declares that every
this step on learning that Andrews soul has left except
Suyman and fam
contemplated the saie of his oil property In Cherry Tree township, this
He savs tho settlers could get no
county. That the sale had been plantitles to land, and Mexico de
ned is indicated by Andrews and his clear
manded that they become Mexican
attorney, Eugene Mackey, arriving citizens.
Other difficulties were also
here at 2 o'clock this morning. They met, and the colonists departed, leavwent to the Alsace hotel, did not reg- ing behind them all Improvements.
ister, and instructed tho clerk not to Some lint
is. are now working In El
lot any one know that they were Pa
others in the
as laborers
there. When the court house opened Mines of Mexico. and
this morning Andrews and his attorney learned that the attachment had BIG PRIZES FOR THE
been issued. However, they met Dr.
MINING CONGRESS EVENTS.
Hurchneld, tt'o prospective purcahser,
El Paso. Texas. Nov. 2. For the
ami afier securing Receiver Cunning- double-handedrilling contest at El
ham s consent, the sale was consum Pii-iilurlnz the American Mining
mated -- l.a the proceeds turned over congress, November 14 to IS, final
to the rci" rvr.'
pii.es have bet n agreed upon as folA dispatch
from M advllle. Pa, lows: First prize, $l,o"0, donated by
Mexsays thai valuable real estate In Steu- Colonel W. C. Orcein. Ciinuni-aben, Home and Oil Creek townships, ico: Kecond, $liH0; thiiil. $:tr,o. Enlicloir-in- g
to Andrews, t.as been at- trance fees have been reduced from
$.riu to $:!0 a team.
tached.
too-nigh- t,

g

FIRE THAT'S BURNED

ER WOMAN,
ING.

AND IS RAILROAD-

DURING NINE MONTHS

Albuquerque seems to be the mecca.
for wife deserters; at least many deAlthough serted spouses seem to think that it
Baltimore, Md., Nov. 2.
the business section of HiIb city which is.
The police department has beea
was destroyed by fire on February 7,
1904, has been almost rebuilt, the fire, kept busy for the past several months
'which caused such enormous damage, answering letters from women who
la still smoldering in one or two seem to think that possibly their hus
'places. When the warehouse of the bands may have taken refuge here.
'William Honns company, on South So many of these letters nave been
street was destroyed. It was filled answered by the department that
'with a largo quantity of grain. The Chief of Police McMillln is thinking
burning grain was covered with the of asking the city council to give hlui
Tuins of the building, when the latter a secretary to do Jils wrhlng.
But the police department is not
'collapsed, and underneath the covering of bricks tho fire has continued the only place where these husband
to smoulder ever since, although rain tracing letters have been received.
unil snow had free access to the ruins. The newspapers have received a share
When workmen removed the ruins of of them and now one comes to H. S.
Lutz, local agent for the Santa Ee.
the building, today, the flames burst
Mr. Lutz has one received
last
out in several places. No effort will
be made to put out the fire, but it night, dated Oakland, Cal, Oct. SO.
'will lie allowed to burn itself out, tin which says:
o an oi mo gain is consumed.
"II. S. Vutz, Dear Sir: Would you
pleaBe let me know whether there U
a A. C. Cheney In your employ, eithTORPEDO FACTORY HAS
ORDERS FOR MILLIONS. er as freight or passenger brakeman.
The E. or in any capacity. He has deserted
Brooklyn. N. Y.. Nov. A
W. Bliss company, of this city, is mak- his wife and child here and has taken
for enlarging its another woman down there with him.
ing preparations
"I implore yiiu to let me know as
plant tio as to be able to fill the confor I am his wife.
tract just placed with the company by soon as
IN
STARVING
"MRS. A. C. CHENEY."
the United Slates gjvernnient for
$J,oiio,otio worth of dirigible electric
torpedoes of the kind which the com- IMPROVEMENT SOCITY'S
CHRYSANTHEMUM
FAIR.
pany patented several years ago. The
Today Isi
S. C, Nov. ;.
Navy Department lias been expert
i
&
s
mentine with these torpedoes for tlie:tlio opening day of the Chrysaulh.it- after exhaustive mum Fair, which is Meld under the
lat two years, and beyond
4t-- f
J?.
question, :iusr es of the Civic Improvement as
tests established,
sociation. The display is very largo
their eft'iciencv.
'
It Is understood that the Russian and c. mains a larae number of fine
government is also Irving to place specimens. Valuable prizes 'will be
a contract with the company. Russia awarded for the best groups and
the same specimens in the various classes. The
mill linn worth of
wanf-lf- i
dirigible torpedoes. Whether the com-- exhil.il ton will last two days and is
paiiy will take the contract depends attracting many lovers of flowers
in part on the attitude "f tl10 Putted from outside of the city,
.nt nn.l In part on the,
j,..,...,
ability of Russia to gtiaiauiee the SPANISH KING EXPECTS
TO GET AWAY TOMORROW.
payment.
Madrid, Nov. 2.
Everv thing is In
MAKES
GOVERNOR FOLK
'readiness for the departure of the
OHIO.
IN
TOUR
CAMPAIGN
'king on tils voyage to tlerniany. Pre- 4
Governor Folk uner iieuerai .vioiuero iwos win ac- .i
.,,1.3
Toledo. O., Nov. 2.
nd eoiii nan v th klnu on lis trio as It in
'of Missouri arrived here today
'will address a mass meeting In the 'believed, to act as his counsellor dur'interest or tin ueuiocrauc uchei im ing t ;r. trip, wtin n may nave consiuevening. He Is traveling in a special 'erabb political importance. The gen
train and will make a three days' 'era! Impression is that the object of
$
'
MLl
s,,
tniir of Ohio, touching Cincinnati, tho king s voyage is, in the first place,
mva
If,
'wi
r
Cleveland, Columbus and Springfield, 'connected with his matriuioni.il plans,
md making a number of abort and that the king will, at the same
'speeches from tho platform of his car lime, endeavor to strengthen tho
ion of Spain by winning the frlend-'hiA CUOW'I) OK PENNILESS AND FOOI-I.ESRl'SSIAN WORK INC, at various btopping places.
and supiHirt of Germany. The
PEOPLE LINED I P IN FRONT OK ONE OK THE OFFICIAL BUHEAl'S.
king will start tomorrow and will be
m 4 common skiht in
Spelter.
va:t!n5 roi: wdhk on votv.m.-2. Spelter, tho guest of Emperor William from
i
St. Louis, Mo., Nov.
VAKOI'S PA UTS OF THE CITY. THE PICTL'UW WAS TAKEN
tH to November ISth.
NovPTtfcfr
weak; $'j asked.
THE MONTH OF OCTOBER.
o
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THE EVENING CITIZEN
fr"he Citizen

Publishing Company

fentatred at rotoffic for transmission through th
mails as sscond class matter.

One Cent

(FUA"gll

runil comedy, "Uncle "Flem ing nt'xt Monday night, Novem-JoRSptucoby," was greeted by a liT fi. has arrived in t'.it' city from
fair audience nt ho Klks' theater last LI Paso, win re they anptimd last
night. The company Is about the. week, and will lay off lure until
and the performance groat-- ! day night. The opening cn Monday
Official Papnr of Bernalillo Count)
ly pleased those w ho had never Been night w ill he " The Embezzler," a Btir-i- l
before.
The sawmill scene Is not ring drama. On this nlnht ladie-- will
,r.latd f rwi Afternoon Oltpa'chw.
had, and as the heroine is laid on a be admitted free. The KI I'nso papers
Largest City and County Circulation.
moving log being drawn into a roar-- ; speak in glowing terms ot t'io exeel- TM tirgest Ntw Mealco Cirrulattcm.
lenoy of this company.
Ing buzz saw. the usual
largctt Northern AHjoni Circulation
thrills are injected into the audience.
UNION

The

olil-tlni-

h

1

j

t

hair-raisin-

THM

THE

tUBStBIPTION:

Drty by mail. on

yr

staffy by malt, on month
by mail, on yoar

ftf

lar

pay fcy Carrier,

STANDARD

l.0i

60c per month

Tut EvuNiira Ottizsn will
(Hr at th low rat of 20 rent

h delivered In th
per wnk. or Iot V
wab) dot month, when paid monthly.

Idwtlslog

a

and expraaa mony ordr
kaaka, poatofnc
ai act b mad payable to th order of the

Britt-NelBo-

iny.

OUI TILIPHONII

Bell 15.

SPORTING...

...BREVITIES
Plans are maturing to take an
western foot ball team east this
all-sta-

SATUR&AY

r

n

I

--J'

Tele-

4,

si ::;!

phone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

t

n

t

ras.

MoneyPianos,toOrgans,Loan

inquire

1

$100,000

ti

Horn en,
The Citizsn ollice.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
highest
-painters,
WANTED Three
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE! REwages. C A. Hudson.
as low as $10.00 and as high
CEIPTS,
school.
Kelly
n.A.s I t. I) -'- I uchor tor
as
$200.00. Loans a:e quickly made
Kelly,
Zitnmerly,
Address, It. M.
private.
One
Time:
and strictly
N. M.
month to ono year given. Good re-

f

E

s

WANTED Plain sewing; c'uildrens
clothing a specially. No. 619 West
Railroad avenue.
WAN 1 ED A
second hand safe.
weighing from Boo to 700 pounds.
Inquire at this office.
WANTED A bright Ktrl who can
sew on a sewing mnehine. Inquire
at Imperial laundry.
WANTED
Girl for cooking. Inquire
of Mrs. B. S. Rodey, S02 Kent avenue, corner of Kighth street.
Telephone operator at Be- WANTED
len, N. M. Inquire room 18, N. T.
Armljo building, Albuquerque.
WANTED
Ladles lo bring their hair
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All
kinds done to order. 113 Iron ave
nue
WAN I ED To buy a small valley
farm, about twenty acres, with all
convenient buildings and fruit trees.
Horace, this office.
Gentlemen second-hanWANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
MALE HELP WANTED.
WANTED
Men to learn barber trade.
Moler's System College, Los
d

main In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
tickets to and from all
part of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4. Orant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.

'

THE

.,

e.

vje

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES.
OF

BANK

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUEF.OUE.

.V.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
jtlAPITAL, $150,000.00
N
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

wm. Mcintosh

dentists,

kraft,

DEPOSITORY

e.
Dental Surgeon.
Out of The city until October 24, or
later.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. ft.

Oftloa hours
No. 2U6 Railroad avenue
:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to I
p. m. Telephone 46
Appointment made
by mall.

VV,er'

rrno

solomon luna

J. C. BALDRIDGE

A. M. BLACKWELL

AND

,

SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,

O. E. CROMWELL

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

4 SANTA

FE RAILWAY

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

LAWYERS.
JOSHUA

M.W.

S.

Officers and Directors.
RATNOLD3

President

FLOURNOY

vice PresWent

FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDS

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

C0-OCr4OCCl-

",

! JUST

F.
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"dentIstsTT'
dr. j.
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WHAT'S IN A NAME?

Le-ru-

Capital and Surplus

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

on Furniture,

Bernard 8. Rodey.
ATTORNKif-AT-LAAlbuquerque,
(all to play with teams representing
N. M.
Prompt attention given to all
the atheletie clubs at Chicago, Cleve
bunlneaa pertaining to the profession.
Will practice In ail courts of the terri
land, Cincinnati, Philadelphia. Boston
tory and before the United Btatea lard
and New York. The line up oi llie
office.
FOR RENT
proposed team is as follows: Right
Ira M. Bond.
FOR RENT Rooms with board. 315 ATTOKNEY-ATVLAWS2 F street. N.
right tackle,
end. Bush, ""Msconsin;
v,. Fe alone, landa,
street.
VV.. Washington.
South
Third
l.
guard,
right
Wisconsin;
lieuse,
Nice room, everything patents, copyright, cavlata, letter pat
f'OK KENT
Wisconsin; center, Remp, Wis415 North Seo ents, trade marks, claims.
new
pleasant.
and
left
selected;
guard,
not
consin; left
R. W. D. Bryan.
street.
ond
Fogg,
quarter,
end. Brush. Minnesota:
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque,
0'
1
rooms;
Neatly
furnished
KENT
FOR
halfback,
Heston.
right
Wisconsin;
!
N. ti. Office, Fire i .National Hank build- SrViTi:-'0"5?''0519
No.
gentlemen
preferred.
West
WisFindlay,
halfback,
Michigan; left
in.
Railroad avenue.
consin; fullback, Vanderboom, WisE. W. Dobson.
room;
Nicely
furnished
FOR RENT
ATTORNEY-AT-LAconsin.
CromOffice
Geo.
to
draw
conveniences. No invalids desired. well block, Albti jerque. N. M.
Willie Hoppe's failure
semay
avenue.
No. "02 East Railroad
Slosson into a billiard match
John H. etlngle.
ft
Because Daughter Did Not Name
cure "him a go with Champion
place on the ATTORNEY-AT-LAFUlt RENT A
Suite 16, N. T.
V
6t.
billiard
A
Lock-harParis
the Frenchman.
Grandchild After Him, Chas.
extension of Fourth avenue. Ad- Armljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
with
negotiations
firm has opened
dress, Tom, The Citizen ofitce.
Multimillionaire of Pittsburg,
ARCHITECTS.
Hoppe to cross the ocean to meet
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
to
Her
Four
Millions
Her
Ten
Left
boy
likely
that "the
and It is
210
In
South
a
location.
desirable
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walljng
Brothers.
wonder" will accept. Slosson still Instreet. Gentlemen preferred. ford, rooms
Walter
Barnett building,
finanpay
him
sists that it would not
ft t
FOR RENT Two elegant" rooms, suit-- Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
in an incially to meet Hoppe, except
2.
A fortune
Pittsburg,
Nov.
Pa.,
able for man and wife. 415 North
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
ternational tournament. was Involved in the name of William
Second street. Board if preferred.
Tommy Ryan, who "always leaves S. Flower, Jr. Had he been named
for
y
rooms
D.
good-bFOR
Furnished
RENT
F. MACROLLING,
says
them laughing" when he
Charles Lockhart Flower, after his
housekeeping. Large and airy. Corengineering, surveying, and
Civil
to the ring, has decided again that he grandipapa, his mother would have
ner of Sixth street and Railroad drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. AutoIs not ready to retire, and he Is seek- received
of the. $50 ,000,000
avenue.
matic 'phone 740.
ing a fight with Jack (Twin) Sullivan. left by the late Charles Lockhart, oil
brick resi- FOR RENT A
Sullivan recently secured a decision magnate and financier, and the son
CONTRACTOR cV BUILDER.
. deuce of nine rooms, furnished.
bout would have had prospects of millions
See
over Tommy Burns, In a
Fleischer,
C.
A.
A.
street
'
real
Los
Second
at
the
"before the Pacific
with which to start In life.
A. L. Morgan.
geles.
estate agent.
But as it is, Mrs. Flower was cut
CONTRACTOR
INDEPENDENT
THE
feather"Ghetto"
Bernstein,
the
Joe
FOR RENT Nice, ciean five rooms, AND BUli.DER Estimates cheerfully
off with the income from $3()0,(M)0
furnished;
work
Job
weight, has emerged from a long re- during her lifetime, the principal to
sollctel. Automatic
1115 North
hall, closets, porches.
phone 724; shop 811 North Second street,
tirement, and would like to take a go to her four brothers. All because
First street. Rent $10.50. Apply Albuquerque.
N. M.
crack at Tommy Murphy, the Harlem the baby was not named right.
215 West Gold avenue.
PHYSICIANS.
featherweight.
Miss Lockhart, the only daughter,
Apartments in Park
t'Olt RENT
plays
occasionally
the had married Dr. W. S. Flower, son of
Lie Groff, who
View terrace, eight rooms each;
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
outfield for the St. Louis National the family physician, against the
H.
modern equipment throughout.
league team, is a sly humorist. Here's wishes of her father.
Homeopathis Physician and Surgeon.
Wben the
H. Tilton. room 19, Grant block.
W1LLIB
AND
FLOWER
HIS
going
a pleasant bit that's
Room 25, Whiting building, over
the rounds daughter returned from her elopeRENT Nicely furnished flats
about his cute anti.es: "He keeps the ment, and asked the parental forgive- GRANDFATHER. CHAS. LEONARD. FOR rooms
Vann's drug store. Automatic
housekeeping.
Also
and
for
good
1n
Mr. Lockhart had expected just the
humor. ness, Mr. Lockhart, who was as defans
telephone, 410.
the bleachers in
flat with piano. Apply Mrs
Every time a fly comas his way lie termined In family matters as in busi- opposite. So the die was cast in the
c7h. Cenner, MrbTTD. O.
of viaduct,
E.
K.
end
Norrls,
east
says:
Mr.
'Here ness, said: "Go, you are no longer family affairs, and it Is said that
turns to the crowd and
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
cor.
st.
ave.
John
and
Iron
me
comes a ham sandwich. Watch
my child:" That was some six years Lockhart at once altered his will FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms; President New Mexico Board ot Osteo.
eat it up.' "
practically disinheriting his daughter.
ago.
successfully
AH
diseases
also one large unfurnished, corner pathy.
Michael J. Donlln may open a saloon
Mr. Loi khart's fortune Is estimated
building
Then came the birth of the first
Offiice
Barnett
treated.
room,
or
office
other
suitable
for
He
on Broadway, In New York.
His son In the Flower family. Mrs. Flow- at from 150,000.000 to $t0.000,ooo.
9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
Hours.
building,
and
wise.
Fifth
Garcia
telling
friends are
him that with his er, thinking that her father would was generally credited with beins the
phones. 8undaya by appointment.
Railroad avenue.
Immense popularity he ought to cop be displeased at the child's bearing founder of the petroleum industry in
beautifully
sunny,
RENT
FOR
presOne
FALL TERM.
out the coin like a life insurance
his name after the animosity he had the United States, and was a large
ident.
furnished room, wltn southern ex
shown toward her husband, named the stockholder in the Standard Oil com
posure and large alcove; also gas Albuquerque Business College Opens
Charlie Mitchell made the statement child after its father.
pany.
Monday, September 4, 1905.
electric light and bath; iu private
the other day that he was the first
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmanhome. No. 315 West Lead avenue
man to ever Knock JoTin L. Sullivan
Eng- 0
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
down. Mitchell is 43 years old, and
FOR SALE
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Drawquit the ring ten years ago, .when Cor-beFOR SALE Fresh cow"j
Matthews' ing.
took his measure. It seems longJersey dairy.
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
er ago than ten years when Charlie 5
For particulars call or address
KOR SALE A deer and a doe. In
Mitchell was on earth, doesn't it?
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
quire at this office.
The boxing fraternity will soon be
R. O. 8TOLL, Secretary.
inarching to Georgia, if everything
FOR SALE Rooming house, of 11
Library building, East Railroad
rooms, close In, $700. Inquire, 215
j?oe well. The lid is being pried off
BY PRUDENCE MANN EN.
West Railroad avenue.
at Savannah, with excellent prospects
that It will lie clear off by Christmas.
FOR SALE Five room house, new;
ASSAYERS.
Arthur Duffey, the speedy sprinter,
Highlands; $2,350. Inquire at 215
& COLLINS,
CORBET
who holds 1ne remarkable record of
West Railroad avenue.
United
9
Civil and Mining Engineers.
seconds for the 100 yard dash.
good
lots,
lix'ated
FOR
SALE
enThree
now
the
about
A very fetching little story is going the rounds just
announces that he will never run
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
at
side,
west
on
shops
near
the
the
ASSAYERS.
again. If the Georgetown man is firm gagement of "Princess Alice."
a bargain. Write J. B. C, this
No one doubts for a moment that the match has been made by the two
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
in his Intention to quit athletics for
changed
natural
the
all time, then the public has seen the principals only. No interference of. father, or state, has
FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
REAL ESTATE.
last of the foremost American sprinter course of things.
piano, in fine condition and almost
That is the way it Is done in America.
and for a long period of time the
grand
particua
new,
bargain.
loved
For
a
at
It was not so long ago that a grand duchess of Russia
fleetest man in all the world.
lars, call at this office.
duke. And he loved her, too. The outcome has proven that their mutual
It seems tkat alleged offer of
prove
qualities
which
its truth.
H. B. GILCHRIST,
ami
by a Detroiter named Rudolph :iff..,.iifm u:,
"
LOST.
Real Estate and Insurance.
Interests or state a potent argument in tneir country compeiieu ui
Q
for the Toledo franchise in the Amergray
LOST
horse,
saddle;
Horse
and
stie
one
no
the
4
more of
Money to Ixian.
ican Association was a joke perpe dm hi ss to many another man. She dutifully saw
Coggshim
in
stamped
saddle;
steer
was
divorced
she
4
215 West Railroad Avenue,
trated on a simple minded young man really loved. Hut interests of state cannot wed souls, and
'
2
seat. Finder return to the Trimble
after a time.
Who Is "nuts" on base ball. As a mat'
marry
livery
reward.
receive
barn
and
Did
she
love,
came
back.
a
The grand duke, her first and only
ter of fact, the Toledo franchise is a
No. Oh, no. Not iu benighted CALL
most valuable property, and there him. and "live happily ever afterward?"
FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
did not approve. For herself she did not care; but
N. PEACH 8c CO.
BONDS.
isn't a better .base ball town in the Russia. Her sovereign
displeasby
might
the
bo ruined
country for its size, with a winning there, was a little daughter, whose future
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
learn. Detroit well-- . Detroit isn't so ure of the czar. So she sent the duke away.t
The county commissioners of the
r died, and the last. link
hat held the mother to politic county of Bernalillo, in the territory
The li:tle
muchly when it comes to supporting
he
is
'phone, 533. Office, 208'-duke,
to
ho
grand
Automatic
and
marrie,i
the
action was broken. Now she has
a first class baso ball aggregation.
of New Mexico, in the exercise of the
West Gold Avenue.
That may mean social ostracism, which is a terrible option given by law, hereby give noThe gong has Bounded for Young rebuked by the
Curbed. His bout with Young Erne thing in Russia.
tice that the fuudiug bonds dated July
First, she sacrificed l"e to country.
&.
1, ly5. Issued in two series, known
demonstrated that Father Time has
Then she sacrificed love to duty.
put a crimp In his pugilistic aspiraas A and H, respectively, consisting FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
love.
to
Now she has sacrificed all else
tions, and that it is time for him to
of 102 bonds of $",n0 each, numbered
LOANS
It is good that "Princess Alice" can live her pretty romance in peace. 1 to 102 both Inclusive, of series A,
back out of the limelight, Corbet t is
,
Automatic phone 451.
free."
It is good to live in the "land of tho
ono more illustration of the fact that
i;;i
$100
eacli,
and
numbered
of
bonds
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
Aren't you sorry fur those two who, by their noble sacrifice, despite a 1 to 13'.), both inclusive, of series B,
a puglist can't hold lilgh carnival w ith
constant affection, have proven that they live in u land of the bravo?
wine, woman and song, and then rewhich are payable at the option of
form by cutting out the singing part
said commissioners ten years after
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- Eami work his way back to 'his former
the date thereof, mutt be presented
AN INMATE OF INSANE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
for payment at the Chemical National
physical condition In a month's train- - A GOOD REPORT,
IS
DEAD. hank in the city of New York, or at Room 5. Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
ASYLUM
ing. About the only thing in sight
IF IT IS ONLY TRUE.
was
admitted tho office of N. W. Harris & company,
William Howells, who
Automatic Telephone, 174.
for Corbet t is a succession of defeats
It is reitorted that William Foy, a
by second raters until he finally drops nephew of Henry Foy, and who spent to the New Mexico hospital for the In tho city of Chicago, 111., on or
Marcn,
on
the 2.ith of last
entirely out of sight.
15th day of November, 1905,
WILLING HELPERS
some months at Las duces a few insane
Mr. and the
Sir Thomas I.ipton, the earnest old veara ago, was married down In M ex- - died yesterday morning at 7:15. was
thereon will cease
that
interest
Fellow.
was an Odd
He
sport that fcver sold a pound of tedi,
after
to a niece of Colonel Greene, the Howells
date.
I
I
citizen of Ra(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELD,
has decided to make one more attempt millionaire
mine owner, and was for years a pioniineut
4
What's the use of a helper if
body
shipped
was
there
to lilt the America's Cup in l'.io7. HoU-ivoChairman.
$:'u,uoo for a wedding present. ton, ami tho
Is
Willingness
willing?
be isn't
for burial.
promises to appear otr handy Hook
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
4 an ample mantle which will alo
ar most cover all the sins of serv- - '
with another fleet of Shamrocks, in
A Disastrous Calamity.
New Tailor Shop.
Fanners, mechanics, railroaders, lathe hopo of carrying away the c.uveted
It is a disastrous calamity, when
ice.
But a classified advertise-A. J. Morelli, the well known tailor
borers, rely on Dr. Thomas' Electric 4 merit in The Evening Citizen Is a
trophy
vour health, because lndivtni lo.-- e
Oil. Taks the sting out of cuts, 4 willing helper that is not only
tins Ruhlin is huyinu real estate in- irest Ion and constipation have sapped has reopened a tailor shop on Ts'orth
First street, where he is ready to burns, or bruises at once. Pain can- 4 absolutely competent, butt also Is if
Head of Old Rhine wine. Ruh'.in is it away. Prompt relief can be had
They ciean, press and repair ladies' and not slay whi le it i Used.
said to be ono of the thrifty sons of
Pills.
Life
r. King's New
a willing worker. It works all if
time, and w hen the final punch coiiii-- s AmiM up your digestive organs, and gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
the time for you. It is the best
Call at 110 West Gold avenue for 4 and most economical publicity in
to stop liis ring career he expects to euro headache, dizziness, colic, eon Patronage of former customers
embroide:y materials of all kindu.
own enough land to l;e iu ii.-- o and s'ipation, etc. Guaranteed by all drugthe world.
Orders taken for hand made Christ- I I 1 I
ride in an autuinobilw.
gists; 25c.
!1 I 1 II II
sec-uBillions? Keel heavy after dinner? mas gifts. Stamping done.
"Kid" Lewee, the sunny-toppeOno or the nicest plates In tho city
Don't think that piles can't be Tonguo coated? Hitter 4aste? Comclub, in
baseman of the
away the Is tho pool hall. No. 115 Wesi RailA fine place to while
plexion sallow? Liver needs waking
the Three 1 League, has been appoint- cured. Thousands of olliiiate cases yp.
Doau's lteulets cure billions at- hoars at t h. pool hall. No. 115 West road avenue. Call and enjoy
havo be.n cured by Itoau's Ointment.
ed manager of that team for next
Railroad avenue.
tacks. 25 etuis, at auy J,u- - kure.
Fiy couts, at any drug store.
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MEXICO

t

t

new-serie-

an ranrttanrM ahooM b addreaaeal ti
aiTataaittarCmuN
Publimiino Company. Draft,

automatic 183.

AND

pictures come anil go, and
Perhaps thtr most important event
season sees a
of the present season will be the en- each successive
of motion films, each odver-tisegagement of Isidore Witmark and
preas
than anything
Rankin's comedy opera, ceding It. better
Frederick
This assertion is, as a rule,
"he Chaperons." which will be seen quite correct, for tho advance in movat the Klks' theater tonight.
ing photography has been rapid, and
"The Chaperons" has become what each year sees finer films than any
attraction, yet displayed. The climax and the
Is known as a standard
that is, the amusement going public acme, however, seems to have been
of the country at large has come to reached In the
fight piclook forward to the regular annual tures.
These are by long odds the
visit of this charming musical piay as best, the cleanest, the clearest, and
to a grenuine pleasure. It Is always the prettiest motion pictures yet taken
new and up to date. Managers of the- In any
of endeavor. They lack
aters are also always glad to book nothing, field
they have everything
"The Chaperons" because they are in- that could and
be required, Details are acvariably sure of big business and that curate,
figures seem to veritably
their patrons will be more than satis- move and breathe, and the clearness
fied. The company this year is bigger, Is
both perfect and artistic. These
better and made up of more pretty
surpass anything ever shown,
young girls than ever before, and the pictures
and It Is doubtful if, even under the
scenery and costumes are entirely most
favorable circumstances, a betMr. Witmark has
new this season.
ever be obtained.
set of films
added his latest song hit, "The Whole terJ. W. Coffroth,could
president of the Col-mDamm Family."
the
Cal., Athletic club, where
fight occurred. Is the owner of the
TUCKER'S STOCK COMPANY
copyrighted films.
Friday and Saturday, November 3
Prices
The Ethel Tucker Stock company, 'and '4, at the Klks' theater.
which will appear at the Elks' theater 50c and 75c. Seats on sale at Mat-fo- r
two weeks, in reportoire, com-- ; son's hook store.

VoWarfncra will eonfr a favor by notifying ui
asuaadiataty on any
of th paper,

a

THE GREAT ARENA EVENT TO BE
SEEN AT ELKS' THEATEi?
Moving

Rates Hide Known on AppllcatioL

NEW

...'-!'.- !
A. D.

W A N'T Ki

ATTRACTION

GREAT ATTRACTION WILL
BE AT THE ELKS' THEATER

ALBUQUERQUE,

the Western Union or Postal
T. messenger
TELEPHONE
graph offices for an
your ad with the casih to The Citizen office, or tele-

boy, and

4 4 4

Montestima Trust Co.
i

Per Word Insertion

througlt fiern.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

II

fr rk

and you can rely upon It, as we have not failed before, tiat your
mcney Is not thrown away. We have also rented hundreda of houaea
by our want arts, as well aa sold nearly everything we have adver-tiae-d

WANTED

PitIZE FIGHT PiCiURES

THIS

&

2. 1905.

BRITT-NELSO-

THE CHAPERONS" A

in advanr

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secure It for you by a small
want ad. to Tl)8 Evening Citizen. It orly costs

DO

Pnbllthtd Pally and Weekly hy

CIT1ZKX.

KVKKIXfa

AIJtUOUEl.QUK

PAGE TWO.

THIS

V. 8. DEPOSITORY.
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

.3

r
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$250,000.00
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TWO LOVE STORIES
AND A CONTRAST
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RANKIN

B. A. SLEYSTER
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$100,000.00
$250,000.00

two-stor- y

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we sbould like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
O. N. MARRON,

President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

H i it (

D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
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ESTABLISHED

"OLD RELIABLE"

1878

L. B. RUTN EY

GROCER

WHOLESALE

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUB. N. M.

RAILROAD AVENUE
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When in doubt
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take the safe side

Just now we have all the reasons to
te in doubt about the weather it may

0
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change any time to winter.
It's wise to be on the safe
side from now on, so get

0
0

Genuine

Gas Coke
Scores
of Good
Points

That puts you on the safe
side without a doubt. It
gives you the best fuel
for furnace or grate.

ORDER

No
No
No
No

Clinkers, 0

Waste,

0

Smoke,
Muss.

0

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light

and Power Company
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I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone, 234.
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The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
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PRESCRIPTIONS. RIGHT
At Consistent Prices

5.
NEXT

RIJIMMi:

TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Av.
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Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

AliliU DUEHQUE EVENING CITIZEN,

2, 1905.

INTERESTING

AGAINST BOSSISM,

AROUSE THE PEOPLE

Our
ONCE THEY UNDERSTAND THEY ARE THE VICTIMS OF A MERCIFOLLESS BAND OF POLITICAL VULTURES. THE CYCLONE
LOWS THE MIDDLE CLASS THE TRUE REFORMERS.
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The demand now Is for leaders
strong men good men courageous
men
to fight the political bosses in
every city they control.
' True
come
never
reform can
fhrough the politicians. It must come
through the freely expressed conviction of the people whose consciences
have been awakened by a knowledge
of the wrongs they have endured.
When they once know that they have
been the victims of a merciless gang
of political bosses, when they are
confronted with the plain, undeniable
11
? y 1 1 it

ON BOSSISM,

BY

GOVERNOR

r fr

FOLK.

It should be humiliating to the people, of any city to confess that
their municipality U governed by a. boss.
Bosses in municipal governments are the direct result of the ne-gleet of citizens of their civic duties.
If each citizen were to take tne part In public at. airs he should,

'

s"

'

4'
then the people would govern.
The War of the Revolution was caused by the dislike of the Am- erican people to be bossed by George ill. They succeeded in over- '
throwing his authority in America, but .hf; people of Cincinnati have
becvan s y careless thai Ihey find tliemse'vrs iuv subjects o' an- - e
other boss whose name is George. Secretary Taft might well have '
added to his denunciation of tho Cincinnati boss that a revolution
is reeded in that city to restore the :;btities of the people.
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VILLAGE

Only
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W. G. Mnrivnn, now
Previously, a parish school,

by Colonel

deceased.
under the auspices of the Catholic
church, was taught by Manuel Caitsias,
now living in the tewn of Juan Ta- -

4
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Special l rrespondonrc.
I..v."iiu, N. M.. Nov. 1 The pu
eblo of Lamina leads all the other pueblo communities In New Mexico In
educational mutters. The first gov
ernment school here was opened In

'
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foya.

large number of Lacuna children
have been taught in training schools,
notably Cnrlisle. There are now ex
a
cellent dpy schools in the different
villages.
Following is a list of teachers and
other employes of the Indian bureau:
Laguna .Mrs. L. II. Pilchcr. teacher;
Miss A. Sheffield, housekeeper. I. L.
Jones. M. 1).. ' physician; K. W. Cas- saday. farmer, Mrs. J. H. Babbitt,
efild matron; Gaylord Steele, policeman.
Paguate Miss E. Craycraft, teach
er; Miss Daisy Schumann, house
keeper; Miss M. E. Dissette, field matron; Charles Carr. policeman.
Mesita Negra Miss O. Kessell,
teacher; Miss M. S. Marmon, housekeeper.
Paraje Miss F. .1. Dennis, teacher;
Miss J. Ilorrls, housekeeper.
Seama .Mlss E. Young, teacher;
Miss M. Analla, housekeeper. Of these
employes, seven are of Indian blood.
Postoftlce8 have lately been estab
lished for the convenience of employes
and educated Indwians at Paguate,
Casa Blanca and Searua.
These villages are parts of the La
guna pueblo community.
A sheep dipping plant, with a large
four
capacity, is being established
miles north of Laguna.
A large number of men from the
pueblo are employed on the Santa Fe
Pacific railway, principally in the
round house and machine shops at
Winslow, Ariz. The population of the
pueblo numbers about 1,4'M), living
in several villages. The people cultivate small farms and gardens, and
have many improved fruit orchards
and a few vineyards. They own sheep,
cattle, horses and burros in consid'
erable numbers.
The white people of Laguna, out
side of the government employes, are
Gus Weiss, manager of the S. IJibo
store;
Mercantile company
Gnn
'i- -e
Bros., millers and merchants,
agent, and other employes of the
Santa Fe Pacific railway company,
R. G. Marmon and
and the
deorge H. Pradt, well known surveying engineers.
Mr. Marmon has good accommodations for tourists and visitors and
reams for expeditions to Acoma, the
"Mesa Escantada," and other points
of interest.
Laguna was established in May,
1097, according to Bancroft, by "rebel
Queres of Cieneguilla; Santo Domingo
"
and Cochiti."
On July 4, K,99, the new pueblo
submitted to the Spanish authorities,
Governor Cubero being president.
There were a few Acomas living
near the site of the new village and It
is certain that a considerable number
of Acoma families joined with the
"Rebel Queres" in building the village,
they being of the same race and haying the same language.
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Correspondent Awakes

POPULATION

B

of the
Most of the nniiclpalltles
country are governed by the political
bosses and not by the people. Whenever the bosses are dethroned and the
people enthroned then the question of
pood government, will be solved, and
not until then.
We have seen the fruits of bossism
in St. Louis, as we have never seen
It in any other city, for the reason
years
that in t lie three and one-hal- f
more corruption was exposed In that
city than ever before in the entire
country. And it was done in splttj
of the lethargy of tho people. In spite
of the threats of the bosses, and In
spite of the obstacles thrown in the
way of the circuit attorney by leading citizens.
No crusade against
bossism can
succeed until the people realize the
situation and understand their power.
sIt Is only by the aggressiveness of
good citizens by their active interest
in. public affairs
by putting the welfare of the city and slate above mere
party success tiiat the train of evils
following in the wake of political bossism can !
eradicated.
The leader
who cannot see the bad element In
his own party and fails to condemn
It, cannot hope to successfully lead a
reform movement.
A fight against bossipm, to succeed, must be led by a fearless man,

nn n

and Sends in Batch of
Newsy Notes.

who Is willing to stand up and be de
nounced by the politicians, lie must
have a singlone.-- of purpose he must
press onward in spito of threats to de
stroy him politically. He canrlot turn
aside for a moment to answer the
attacks--l- f
he does he Is lost. He will
be criticised by the people who demand that he do certain thlnps not
because they want to aid in the cause
of rolortn, but because they want to
discredit what has been done.
I am glad to Bee
that President
Roosevelt has denounced "practical
politics" and that he has been ably
With
seconded by Secretary Taft.
wo such eminent American citizens
crying for more independence in municipal political affairs, and rebuking
the unclean politicians whose corrupting hands destroy the very purpose
of government, the reform movement
will gain strength with every passing

BY JOS. W. FOLK,
Governor of the State of Missouri

LETTER

VILLAGE OF LAGUNA

WATCH, WRITES GOVERNOR FOLK

THEN
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LATUST PHOTOGRAPH OF GOV.
JOS. W. FOLK,
facts, then they will rise in tbelr
might and strike down the unworthy
leaders.
If they do not, then their
cause is well nigh hopeless.
I was opposed to every boss In my
own party when I started the crusade
against political corruption in St.
Louis. I was told that I could never
hold another public office. I was ignored by leading citizens. . But I tad
faith in the strength of my, cause,
and I well knew the weakness' of the
opposition.
That result proved to me that the
strength ct any reform movement lies
in the middle classes of the people,
'ibey are the true reformers the soldiers who stand in the face of a gall-in- s
fire from the opposition, and
knowing no surrender, fight until their
battle Is won.
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Paso and Southwestern System
Rock Island System
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PUBLICATION.

H. E. No. 5908.

A

townslte of Albuquerquo, together
with the Improvements thereon, consisting of a frame stable and other
structures used by the firm of W. L.
T.lmble & company In the conduct of
the business of said firm.
The sale will be made subject to
the approval of the said court, and
upon confirmation of the sale, the purt
chaser will reieive a
and
TliKS CAIITOO.N OF liKOUtiK 11. Ut., ABSOLUTE POLITICAL BOS
OF TH 10 CITY OF nvnvviTi
deed, a t, will be ,ot into posWAS DRAWN KSI'IOCIALI.Y FOIt THIS NIOWSPAPKit
BY HOMKIt DAY KNI'OKT.
session of the premises, wlilcri will
A
ssm
VOX SFFK-be sold as a whole, and without diTHAT
STATE THIS FALL
vision.
A. A. TRIMBLE,
Executor of the last will and testaMINING OREWHICH IS
MERCHANT TAILORING
OF A SISTER A- Tj DEATH
ment of Ijiwrenre S. Trimble, de
AFIRE AT THE TIME.
ROANOKE. VIRGINIA.
ceased, and
administrator
Mrs. A. J. Ixiomls of Santa Fe. is
It is claimed that J. J. Shaw is now UPSTAIRS,
of the partnership assets of W. .
OVER NO. 209 WEST in receipt
of a telegram from Roanoke.
mastering the fire in the United Verde
&
company.
Trimble
AVENUE. O. BAM V'a., announcing the sudden death of
mine and successfully extracting orej RAILROAD
her sister, Mrs. Joseph E. Pearson in
ElNI, PROPRIETOR.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
from the fire district. He uses comth;it city Friday evening. Mrs. Pearpressed air to drive back the flames
My merchant tailoring shop Is up- son Is well
H. F N. 57119.
known In Santa Fe, she
pnd the fumes. II.' lias succeeded in
reducing the temperature in the breast stairs over No. 20t West Railroad ave- having visited her sister for a year or Department of 'he Interior. Land Of
whre I solicit the patronage of more some seven years ago. The news bee at Sania l'e. New Mexico, Oc
of the 6tope, where his men are work- nue.
tol:er 31, 1 T..
came an
ing, from 125 to K degrees. This is the public. All work guaranteed
to Mrs. Loomis, as
as I have had fifteen years' ex- she had ajustshock
Notice is hereby given that the fol
a surprising performance, and at firct
a
received
letter frurn
glance taxes one's crednaliiy to the perience in the business. Suits made her sister a few days ago, in which lowing named settler has filed notice
to
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and Mrs. Pear.-o- n
his Intention to make final proof
limit. But when the system is ex- repaired.
that she was in of
The specific I use will not good health. stated
in support of his claim, and that said
plained it Is simple enough, and one injure
telegram
The
did
not
the cloth. Indies' garments
will be made before the pro
wonders why it was not discovered
late the cause of Mrs. Pearson's proof
bate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mex
years ago. The air does not exting- also cleaned and walking skirts made fleuth.
to
ico, on IX'cember 5. P.ifis, viz., Gerorder. Give me a trial.
uish the fire, but simply drives it and
O. BAMBINI.
lleco, w idow of Francisco Heco,
trude
its smoke and fumes back and re
Don't Be Deceived.
o
deceased,
of Valencia county, for the
duces the temperature along tho outr
Fort Bayard, N. M., Oct. 23. 1905. IVi not be deceived by counterfeits S'i SE'i. NWi; SE'4. SV4 NE'i,
eilge of the burning sulphuretts so
you
when
buy
Witch
Hazel
Salve.
The
In
proposals
Sealed
of section
28,
for
township 12 north,
that the miners can break down and furnishing material andtriplicate,
&. Co. is on
range 7 west.
constructing name of E. C.
runny i 'he ore. Tli? props of drivevery
box
geiiiuine.
of
the
in
Piles
Addition
Officers'
to
Infirmary here
lie names the following witnesses
ing 1'ii1"". the f:rc and funi" can t,e
be received until 11 a. m.. Nov. their worst form will soon pass away to prove his continuous residence
i ni.ped
till
'he ore w.tVn i'. i will
if
ou
will
apply
1
DeWitt's
Witch
T.
I!7.
upon'
opened.
Proposals
e
and cultivation of said land,
limits shaJ htve been erri."e.l. for entiraand then or
work
for construction, Ha.el Salve nllit and morning. Best viz., Juan Bauiisto Kowemisneh, Te-Florence Blade.
plumbing, heating, and lighting, sep- for Cuts, Burns, Boils, Tetter. Ec- od'iro Powto, Josh
and
arably, will be considered. U. S. re- zema, etc.111., Miss M. U. Middleton,
Alonza, all of Ijuuna, New Mex"I Thank the Lord!"
says:
"I was seriously ico.
serves rij;ht to accept or reject any Thi In s,
cried Hannah Plant, of Little Rock, or all proposals, or any part thereof. if! lil ted with a fevt r sore tliat was
MANTEL R. OTERO,
very painful. DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Ark., " for the relief I got from liuck-b'n'- Envelopes
containing
propor-alRegister.
Arnici Salve. It cured my fear- fhould be endorsed "Proposals fur Ad- Salve cured mo in a few days. Sold
ful runnini; sores, which nothing else dition to Officers'
by all druggists.
adSHOP.
Infirmary."
REPAIR
would heal, and from which I had suf-Te- dressed to Captain 3. P. Vestal, Q. M.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
for five years." it is a marvelSpend your leisure time at the pool ture Eet up and crated for thlprr.er..
ous healer f r cuts, burns and wounds.
papa bought a hall at No. Hi West Railroad ave- - Rear of Walton's drug store.
"Mother was lus'xy
Guaranteed by all druggists; I'Oc.
eai range.
L. II. SHOEMAKER.
:
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Don't wait for an explosion
the humane way.
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Traveling Frt. and Pas. Agt
SANTA FE, N. M.

.8

I El Paso. Texas

MEETING AMERICAN

November

MINING CONGRESS

141h

to IQtli

Dates of sale November 13, 14 and 15, final limit will be November
if desired, an extension of return limit can be
by deposit of ticket with Joint agent and payment of feeobtained
of 50e, before
November 16, limit to be extended to December 25.
Call at ticket office for further particulars.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
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Agt.

0
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cook

eutli-cien-

first-clas-
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Clip Bales
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ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Steamship tickets to all part
of h World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., wtfth the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island tt Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
e, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway.
At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. GRIMSHAWV
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treai.

to-wl-t:

(1), two (2),

0

Fast passenger and freight service.

NW,

one

0

SUNSHINE

0..,0HMf.,SI.

three. (3), four (4), five (5) and six with gas
(C), of block nine (9), of the original

0

Santa Fe Central Railway System

nvary ,1 S.0JWIM

FOR

0

a la carte.

ea.s

0C0000C00

,

NOTICE

ars-m-

0

WIDE VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.
THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE.
The shortest, quickest and best line between the Great Lakes
'
the Mississippi Valley and the Pacific Coast.
QARNETT KINO,
V. R. STILES,
.
Gen. Agt.
Gen. Passenger Agt.
EL PA80, TEXAS

What You Eat
t4

DIn1

Chair cir.adTCoaches3Ieei,erS-

Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
tiseuss and gives firm flesh.
DlUt kUl bsUi
rUI,T 4 MX

0

,

and in
exactly those proportions necessary to
enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all foods thit may
be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
digestant, but it is a recenstniotive, tissue building tonlo as well. Kodol cures
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach.
Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
You will like

0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure
Constipation.

0

Between

If you arc too fat It It bscauss your food
turns to fat instead of muscle ttrsnsth.
If you are too lean the fat producing foods
that you cat are not properly digested and
ettimilaUd.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not hare
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
people have too muck Pepsin and tot
enough Pancreatine.

contains all the digesthr e Juices
found in a healthy stomach,

0
0

Dyspeptics

of W. L. Trimble & company, and the ico, on December 5, 1905, viz., Juan
heirs at law and legatees of Lawrence Bautlste Kowemisneh, of Valencia
S. Trimble, deceased, are defendants, county, New Mexico,
for the SV
numbered 6842 on the docket of said
NV4 SWU, section 28, township
court, the undersigned will on Wed- 12 north, range 7 west.
nesday, the 15thday of November,
following witnesses
He names
190b, about the hour of 10 o'clock a. to prove histhecontinuous residence
m., on the premises hereinafter de upon
and cultivation of said land,
scribed, sell at public auction to the viz., Gertrudes
Jose Gonzales,
highest bidder for caBh, the Tollowlng Bisotita Alonza Heco,
Powto,
Teodoro
and
described real estate situate, lying all of Laguna, New Mexico.
and being In the city of Albuquerque,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
County of Bernalillo aid Territory of
Register.
New Mexico,

Ixits numbered

0

0

VIA

trict court of Bernalillo county, New Department of the Interior, Land OfMexico, made and entered on the 20th
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Ocdsy of October, 1905, in a certain protober 31, 1905.
ceeding pending in said court wherein
Notice Is hereby given that the folWiiiiam L. Trimble is plaintiff, and lowing named settler has filed notice
A. A. Trimble, executor of the last
his intention to make final proof
S. of
will and testament of Lawrence
in support of bis claim, and that said
ad proof will be made before the proTrimble, deceased, and
ministrator of the partnersalp assets bate clerk
at Albuquerque, New Mex-

ill
I rl'w
wwtjfn

0

Two Daily Trains Each Way

For sale by all druggists.

OF SALE,

(First publication October
By virtue

PRESENT YOUR W.FE ON CHRISTMAS MORNING WITH A
CONTRACT FOR ONE OF THOSE BEAUTIFUL
RESIDENCE LOTS IN THE EASTERN ADDITION ON
THE HIGHLANDS, AND YOU WILL
SEE THE HAPP.EST WOMAN IN ALBUQUERQUE. ,T
MEANS THE STARTER FOR
A
HOME OF HER
OWN SOMETHING BESIDES RENT FOR HER
TO LOOK FORWARD TO. CALL
AT THE OFFICE OR
SEND US YOUR ADDRESS AND WE WILL
DRIVE YOU OVER THE PROPERTY. A PERFECT
ABSTRACT
OF TITLE WITH EVERY DEED.
'

0'CC0)00
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THE GREATEST EPOOH
The first I the moil crucial time.
If for the iust time the greatest
event in your mimed live is about
to occur, how expectant, how wrapt
op in it you find yomelvea.
You tiy to overlook, but In vain,
that element of uncertainly and danger that uu have been led to expect
from the experience of those mothers
ho have struggled
and fathers
through tint ordeal in ignorance of

The

Mauler's Friend

m.

,o

C o i r e c t
C orri in e i 'O i a,l
P i i ii t i n

OF KAURI ACE

what It is. and what it does
If at this time every expectant man
and wife might know of this greatest
of boons, devied for the express
purpose of allrviating and dip;lling
tiie suffering and consequent danger
of cluki i, inn. how quickly mould all
doubt anil worry be dissipated.
Mother's Friend is an invaluable
liniment for external maswaf e, through
hose poii-n-t agency countless mothers have been enabled to experience
the joy of partuittiun for the fun
time witl.uut danger lo themselves or
their off spring.
BRADttCID PFVULArOR CO.,
am.
f-t-

:

CITIZEN JOB Room
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Cataloguaa
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Foundry and

Machine

Works

B. e. MALL, Rroprlator
Iron and Braes Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings
I'ulleys, Grade Dare. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front tor
Buildings.
Rapalra on Mining and Mill Machinery m Bpeelalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

1

THE ALBUQUERQUE
By The

CITIZEN

SUMPTUOUS

Citizen Publishing Company

J5

GOTTEN

1

after the crowd with the soup had been "fed,"
Kvn as you and I.
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The earliest formal declaration of political indepenThe
dence was made by the independent newspapers.
harvest of their sowing Is now beginning to appear.
Think of a member of the cabinet declaring himseir
"II
Independent of the republican party of Cincinnati!
I were abie," said Secretary Taft in his Akron speech,
"as I fear I shall not be because public duty calls mc
elsewhere, to cast my vote in Cincinnati in t lie coming
election, I should vote against, the municipal ticket nominated by the republican organization." Twenty years
ago such a declaration would have been political heresy.
Twenty years ago when the independent press proposed
the separation of city from national and state podtics,
the proposal was jeered a't by the cynical as the drivel
of dreamers.
Equally striking Is the declaration of Secretary Root
that "the gang ruling Philadelphia are not republicans..
They are a corrupt and criminal combination. They de-serve the opposition of all honest republicans." That
sounds iike one of Carl Shurtz's heretical utterances of
the '70's.
There Is a new tone- - In the political atmosphere.
Note the Independent support of District Attorney
Jerome of New York. Note President Roosevelt's bold
declaration that city government and national politics
'are distinct and that any effort to combine them works
to the Injury of both. Let the grafters rage and the
political rounders Imagine a vain thing. The ountry la
getting a new point of view on political decency, nnd the
sentiment is rapidly growing that In matters of mere
, local importance the man demands as much consideration
as the measure.
The Tucson Citizop opposes the debate on statehood
between Hon. J. F. Wilson and Col. Allen T. Bird, on the
ground that the people of Arizona, are opposed to Joint
statehood and therefore the debate is useless; and that
while both Wilson and Bird are not afraid of their own
voices, the people have some rights in the premises and
should not be unnecessarily afflicted. To this Col. Bird
makes reply that it "gives force to the assertion so frecrowd
quently made by the Oasls-ththe
are afarid Ko argue their case before the people. That
Is why they are so desperately fighting the enabling act
(the Hamilton bid) in congress. When that passes they
will have to face the people in a canvass of a state constitution, which they fear to do. As to the 'rights of the
people in the premises,' no one who does not want to hear
the Joint discussion between Messrs. Wilson and Bird
.'
Will be compelled to listen to their arguments."
anil-jointur- e

'

"Poor devil, get thee gone! There is room In the
world for loth thee and me." So says Uncle Toby in
,"Tristem shandy," to the house fly which for some time
bad been buzzing around him. But unfortunately the fly
won't go. It iusists on continuing its buzzing, interspersed with frequent alightings on any exposed part
of the anatomy of a busily employed person. Hence, the
so general willingness 'of people to aid the fly's going
on that journey from which It will never return. So it
Is with many other evilB. The oil trust, the beef trust,
the railway trusts and the like they won't let us alone,
and so they must be killed off, like the pestiferous flies.
Hutchinson, Kas., Is trying an experiment In street
paving, which in the near future must be of interest to
Albuquerque in facing the same problem. The material
which Hutchinson is experimenting with Is called a
"bitullthlc compound," and evidently from the name, is
composed of bitumen and crushed stone. 'Hie process
consists in excavating the hi reel, putting In a concrete
base, and after the base has set applying the bitullthlc
binder smoking hot from a wagon, sprinkling it with
crushed stone from a mill carried on a cart, after which
engines play back and forth till the surf:iue becomes as
hard as solid rock.
Whether the mosquito with the obnoxious name has
been proven to bo particeps criminis in tipivading yellow
fever, liy the government' inspection at New Orleans, during the recent eepidemic there, it cannot tie denied mr
even doubled that science and hard work in handlitiL' the
situation were very efficacious. U'p to within a few 'lays
there had li t n :!.:iS!t cases, of which 411 had died, '.I'll
were still under treatment. The
had recovered, and
ratio of deaths was 13.1 or a slight fraction more than
one lu eight, which is much lower than in several former
epidemies.

e

CAUSE AND PREVENTION
OF LUNG CONSUMPTION
By Charity Organization's Committee.

Just Right
The young man wants all the late
stylo kinks, and gets them all when
he comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar and lapels, and the
loose trousers
a. e some of the
features the young gentleman will
want In evidence In his fall suit.

.

C. & O

.

Krie, common

.

f.'
48

Young Men's
Double
Young Men's

The young man that Kas never
been here for clothes will do well
to come.
AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S

O. & W

64-

....

We have seen,

.1905,

M. MANDELL
The Clothier and Furnisher.

a
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minute germ and that this germ coughed up in greater
or less number by consumptives, once It gains lodgement
in the bodies of other persons will In turn give them
consumption.
This great discovery, which, like all great discoveries,
seems so simple alter it has been made, has put consumption with certainty among the diseases which can
be prevented.
It is no longer the mysterious thing, the avenging
scourge that for many centuries of the world's history it
was thought to be.
- We are no more battling with an unknown and unseen enemy, but wit'i a foe whose strength we know we
can by determination, skill and strength finally over-

I

-

Every Musician - - Every Lover of Music

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo.. Nov. 2. Cattle!
Receipts, 3."oti, Including 500 south-- ;
ems; market steady; native steers,
$3 75'6; scuthern steers, $2.754.5il;
southern cows. $1 .7557 2.75: native1
cows and heifers, !1.75!?t4.5n; stock-- i
ers and feelers,
$2.40 i?r 4.20; bulls.
calves, $2.50G.25; western,'
$2fi3;
steers, 12.804.50; western cows, 12 j

Has the desire to some day own a CHICKI-RINBHOS. PIANO.
The
Chickering Bros, is a finality. After you obtain such a piano there is
nothing better to be had nothing further to say. Many people perceive
that economy is truly served by securing a Chickering Bros, in the first
place others exchange their pianos for Chickerings. We will take your
old piano in exchange as part payment on a Chickering Bros. Ask us about it.

come.

,

,

After all, far reaching as the effects of this disease
are, and varied as are the causes which put the human
body in a condition to become an easy prey to the germ
of consumption, it must lie constantly borne In mind that
the cause of consumption, without which it is impossible
to acquire consumption, is the germ of consumption.
Suppose a consumptive spits on the sidewalk let us
see what happens. The sputum may contain no germs, or
it may contain several thousand germs.
In the latter case, the germs, though alive, are harmless so long as they are wet, because they can not then
be blown aliout; but soon the spit beegmes dry through
exposure to the air and sunlight or tliroiigh being carried
off. in Bmatl quantities on shoes or skirts.
Now begins its career of death and destruction. The
mass of spit becomes pulverized, the minute germs often
attaching themselves to dust particles to be blown about
with currents of air or stirred up by sweeping.
Then the germ, which, while lying still or on its
travels through the air, has been keeping within Itself
its enerfty and power of reproduction, at last finds Its
resting place within some human body, where it at once
begins a Btruggle between the Ingenious natural safeguards which protect the delicate human mechanism and
this grasping, hungry germ with its wonderful ability for
growth.
Dust and dirt and their removal play an Important
part in this tragedy, for it Is upon these particles that
the. germs are often carried aliout. Bust and dirt weaken
the lungs, the organs of the body most frequently affected
'
by tuberculosis.
The prevention of needless dust and the proper removal of dirt are accordingly of high importance as means
to the prevention of consumption.
The usual dry sweeping and dusting and the cleaning of streets without preliminary sprinkling are active
agents In spreading consumption. This is no theoretic
matter, but one amply shown by experiment and proof.
How often do we see In "dusting" a process which
simply stirs up tho dust and the germs quiet on exposed
surfaces, setting them floating In the air to gradually
settle In out of the way places, where they remain unseen and living ready to give birth too countless myriads
of their kind when at iast they shall gain entrance to
the human bodyT
The proper method is to use damp cloths instead of
dusters, to sprinkle wooden floors with water or wet sawdust and carpets or rugs with coarse salt, tea leaves,
wet paper or something of tho sort, to sprinkle or flush
streets before sweeping them, and to carry away the
sweepings and the refuse and ashes from houses in covered wagons.
However the cleaning Is done, the main object should
be to get the dirt and dust not afloat, but away.
Spitting is dangerous to the public health and must
be controlled.
Health ordinances must declare It unlawful and
health authorities must prosecute anil our magistrates
must punish those who thus wilfully or carelessly endanger their fi How men.

lr 3.25.

Sheep
strong;

Receipts, 4,000; market wasj
$4.50ffG; lambs,
muttons,
5.75ffi7; rRngo wethers,
fed
ewes, 13.90(5.").
Stock Quotations.
2.
Following
closing stock quotations today:
Atchison, common
Atchison, pfd
New York Centra!
Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific ,
Union Pacific
Copper

i

were;

New York, Nov.

U. S. S., common
U. S. S.. pfd

Learnard & Lindemaim

8814

103 Vi

lalVil
14t)Vfi

206 SOUTH SECOND STREET

7016;
133i
V

84
105
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The Happy Housewife

10-ce-

rbikl

fetVing-powd-

(Uvarinf axtrmctl

by Schilling's Best goods and
'
dealing.
Your grocer's; money back.

M. BERGER
114

We

9

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Special Prices
On the Following
99
Refrigerators

$12
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$3 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

.. .$6.75

$6
25c
20

Decorated Havlland China, at
per cent discount.
25c
75c Class Berry Sets
20c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.25
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
65c
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
40c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$10.50
$12.50 Buggy Harness

Bottled In Bond.

TheGed.T.StaggCo.
Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.
.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

MELINI & EAKIN
Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.
199.

FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD
OXQOOOOOCXXXX)00(XXXXOCM

JEKEZH.gr

SPRINGS

-

HOUSE

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

FURNITURE,
IRON

BEDS,

BEDDING,

ART SQUARES,

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

Time, Labor
and Money

STAGE LINE

o

0000'0'0C'C--

'

o

The saving of time means comfort
The
The saving of tabor meane
saving of money means eeonemy. AN
these savings can beet be attained by
installing a

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
better than
superior. In durability they last longer. One-thirany other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.

In

Plain Figures $3Q and Up

Old stoves taken

SOME OTHERWISE

It is generally expected, ami no doubt the expectation is well founded, that t lie president in his message
to congress will urge federal control of lifo insurance.
The disclosures that have been made in tho legislative
A Wise Child.
investigation in Xew York have aroused a storm of InDown at the Sea Hrttzc tin. other day was Mimll
dignant protest from policy holders all over the country,
who demand that iln-iinterest shall be safeguarded by Miss Margery, aged four, wa.king along the bluff with a
friend of her niother's, who hud accompanied the family
federal control.
tin u day's outing.
A chiirc h in Clippie Crci k, Colo., bus adopted the free
cautioned the child a
"Don't go ho near the cdg.-,lunch system so long monopolized by places where hard lonipaiilou, as the venturesome litilo one frollickod in
drinks are told. The pastor of the First Chirstlau church the dangerotiM places, and as the advice was unheeded,
of that place puts among hid Sunday noticed the follow- added: "It. won't be my fault if you full over."
"No," Huid Margery, "but you'll be the one blamed
ing: "Lunch will tie served 'mmedlatcly after church
In the Endeavor rooms. Free to a.! who attend service." for It."
1

THE Mc5RA!N

ARGAIM

loose-Jointe-

0
1

I

.

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

Woman's Exchange

O000-00K)-00-'0-

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

AVE.

Carries the United States mail;
only line with a change of stock en
route: good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
ALL home
Wednesday and Fridav at 5 a. m. For
COOK1NO
particulars, address W. I Trimble h
Boston Baked Bean and Brown Bread Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
13. BLOCK, Proprietor,
Perea, N. M.
every Saturday.
.
401
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Citizen want ads get the business.
Try cine.
oocoooooocxxxxxxjoocxxxxx;

West Copper Avenue.

"EMPRESS."

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at price that are fair and
square, and we are now making

THE CELEBRATED

Automatic Phone,

m--

Prices

Uteerly Demoralized.
the battle of Malvern Hill, lien, l.co met a
angular soldier one of those fellows who looked
like his limbs were made of long sap.iugs, with an extra
supply or knee ami hip Joints, like the lil'th wheel of an
artillery wagon in case of accident.
"Where are you going, sir?" asked the general.
"I'm gwine back to the wagons, gineral," answered
the long legs.
"Are you wounded?'' asked the commander.
"No, sir; I hain't wounded."
"Are you sick?"
"No, sir; I hain't sick nor wounded, nuther. but in
terribly demoralized, an' I don't thlunk It Is any fit ten
place for anyliody."
At

Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

Risk and extravagance all
taken out-o- f

SOME STORIES WISE
AND

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

For a limited time we will give
pipe, one
with every
package of Gold Shore plug cut smoking tobacco, free. Henry Westerfeld,
207 Railroad avenue.

ce9n
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by W. R. Hearst.)

that the ciuse of consumption

J

8AN-ITAR-

UNDERWEAR.

41

26r'i

$7.50 to $20.00
$9 50 to $20.00

Single

35 Vi
133
3n',4
105V
22

Greene Copper

.f'.'

1'

ti

2, 1905.

Most young men come here
for
clothes. Many of them could r.ot
be Induced to go elsewhere. I take
great pains In having mjr young
men's clothcB

,

--

'The jury which tried State Senator Emmons of California, on the charge of bribery, and for which ho was
convicted and sentenced to the pen for five years, were
eugageel on the case thirty days; and a hotel proprietor
iu Sacramento, where the case was tried, is suing for
the Jury's board bill which he puts at something over
H,5nii. Among the items in the bill are: 250 IxKtles or
claret, tl'Mi of heer. 110 of white wine .and l'!6 of whisky,
all in quarts, making upwards of 200 gallons.

.

lexas Pacific
Union Pacific, common
l!. S. S., common
I). S. S., pfd
Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd

cents per capita bled,
Even as you and I.
The church was locked up, and deserted ft grew,
But the oyster was left, and it said: "I am due
For another church sociable's excellent stew,"
Kven as you nnd I.
f ' v
twenty-fiv-

WOOL

81 '4
.
Erie, first
152
Louisville & Nashville
.103
Missouri Pacifle
Metropolitan
..120
24.
Mexican Central
New York Cetrral
.1314
.
Norfolk
M'!4
Beading, common
,.13214
Pennsylvania
.Hil'i,
,. 29
Itoclt Island, common
.
73
Hock Island, pid
Republic Iron Ac Steel, common. 2H
9f,
Republic Iron At Steel, pfd
70
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
17's
. . . . 3ti
Sontnern Railway
93 ',4
lennessee Coal i Iron

bevy of children sat down at the "feast,"
Kven as you and I.
The oyster appeared to them not In the leant,
Kven as you and I.
And Jake with his lassie came next ami partook,
Then a bevy of children their playing forsook.
And all of them gave a despairing look,
Even as you and I.

And

H

.

A

(Copyright,

FREE. IN POLITICS

.

The oyster was nothim; at all but hope.
Kven as you and 1.
Its way from the kettle it longed to grope,
Kven as you and I.
The parson came first to the table eh an.
Partook of a bowl and a pickle green.
The oyster he found not In Hie tureen.
Even as you and 1.

Anil

MET

MONEY

84
Amalgamated Copper
141 v4
American Sugar
8N'
Atchison, common
101 14
Atchison, pfd
112
Baltimore K Ohio . .
7ii
Brooklyn Hai.id Transit
Chicago & Alton
34
.
Colorado Fuel A; Iron
45H
. 27'
Colorado Southern, common
Chicago, Great Western, com .. 21 14

-

!

-

Closing quot.it us received by T. J.
Graf & Co.. Mirtestiondent for Logan & Hi it n. ll.irnctl building.

An oyster there was nnd it lay in the soup,
Kven as oti and 1.
And there came to the church a most pious group,
Kvpn as you and I.
And maidens were then- with their cheeks of red,
And Inischievous boys, and the silver head.
And all to the tab es in turn were led,
Kven as you and I.

A GREAT CHARITY

According to a telegram to the lcnvr Kcpub.ican
from New dork, one of the most extensive works In behalf of the pour of the city ever undertaken is about to
bo started by the department of charities, In the form
of a sanitarium for the exclusive treatment and carp of
persons suffering from tuberculosis. 1'ians for the sanitarium are complete, anil the actual wink of building will,
probably be started early next spring.
Situated on the highest hill on St .Ten Island, overlooking New York harbor, and with accommodations in
' Its wards
for 8tt() patients, the sanitarium is planned to
bo the finest of its kind in the world. For its construction alone $2,0ii0,(hhi will be necessary.
The plan, which will in all probability V accepted,
was prepared after a cartful study of consumption hospitals.
Fourteen buildings are included In the plan, all so
situated as to have the maximum of light and air and all
connected by means of an enclosed promenade. Eight
of the buildings, which will be the hospital wards, will be
built In a largo arc. in the center of which. will stand the
administration building. The dining hall will be convenient to all buildings. In It are accommodations for
the help of the institution, while the main dining hall
will be divided into three sections to facilitate operation.
There will lie two sun parlors and a chapel.
Particular attention has been paid to the ward buildings, each of which will be provided with verandas of
sufficient space to accommodate every bed. On top of
each building will be a roof garden. In excess of the
ward buildings provisions are also made for S00 more
beds In tents about the grounds of the sanitarium.
In selecting Staten Island for the hospital the city
officials based their decision on the fact that the city
poor prefer not to go so far from their homes for treatment, that they will 1k? out of reach of their friends. It
,Js thought that with the hospital so close to Manhattan
an old law relating to compulsory treatment of tuber-- '
cjjlosis may be enforced.
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Young Men's
Suits

MARKETS

THE

IN CHURCH 01STER SIEW
By Walter P. Nrff. in Kansas Cltv Teieeram.

Dally and Weekly
Publish
W. 9. STRICKLER
W. T. McCREIQHT
Business Manager
President

at

FEAST

CITIZEN,

EVjKNINO

ALDUQUEKOUK

PACE FOUR.

at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

CO, 205

Gold

Ave.

IN

O. A. MATSON & CO.

Fainicy Messrs

Fine Stationery
o

KEEP YOUR
EYE ON. THUS SPACE

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

The St. HImo
JOSEPH BARNKTT, Prop.

120 West lUtlroacC Arm

FInaxt

WUskbs

WInBSBBraniBfstEts.
,

SAM PUB AND
CLUB ROOHS
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HEIR TO MANY

SHEEPMEN CLEAR

SHERIFF ARMIJO SAYS SALOONS

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

THREE MILLIONS

EVENING CITIZEN.

1

PAQfi FIVE.

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

MUST CLOSE UP TIGHT ON SUNDAY

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Lambs at $3 Per Head Soon Col. II. II. Metegar, of Pa jarito,
New Official Expresses His Determination to Enis Looking Forward
Count Into Big
force the Law Regarding the Observance
Money.
to a Fortune
STATISTICS

TELL

YOLUMES

The movement of ' New .. Mexico
spring lambs ,to feeding pens of the
states has begun in earnest. From
every part of the territory comes
stories of large sales and large shipments, and a great scarcity of cars.
Apparently, th railroads cannot anywhere near supply the demand for
cars, although railroad men claim that
every tit of equipment they have is
In service.
Hon. Solomon Luna held several
thousand lambs In the neighborhood
of Estancia several days waiting for
cars that could not be furnished by
the Hock Island. However, these
sheep are being loaded today. Mr.
Luna left last night for Magdalena,
where he 1b holding lambs enough to
load four trains, and In this Instance,
also, cars are tardy in arriving.
cars of sheep
One train of thirty-onleft the local stock yards yestreday,
after, the owners had waited many
days for cars to carry them. These
sheep were sold to the firm of Rogers
& Payne, feeders, and are being shipped to Oklahoma and Colorado. They
were Bold by Ilfeld Bros., and the
Charles Chadwick Sheep Commission
company. The sheep sold by Mr.
Luna were purchased by Colorado
feeders.
What it Meant to New Mexico.
Is
But what Is most interesting.
what this great migration of sheep
means to the people of New Mexico.
The shipping season continues from
October 1 to February, and during
this time it Is estimated that more
than 1.000,000 sheep will be shipped
to northern buyers. Harry F. Lee, clerk
of the New Mexico sheep sanitary
board, says that this number may
reach 1,000,000, or possibly a little
more. Since the Inauguration of the
sheep dipping and quarantine laws,
the facilities for handling the movement of sheep to and from the territory Is greatly augmented. All sheep
shipped must first be inspected, 'and
the reports of the inspectors furnish
reliable statistics. October reports
have not been received here yet at
the office of the sheep sanitary board,
but Mr. Lee Bays that he has assurance that the season is opening with
'
unusually large shipments.
And the price being received by
the sheep men is very satisfactory.
The best spring lambs are bringing
4
cents per pound, and on an average, early born lambs are bringing
from $2.75 to $3.13 per head.
To ascertain Just what this year's
sale of sheep will bring into the territory In cash, multiply 1,000,000 by
the above figures and the result will
be more than 3,000,000.
Sales Equal Increase.
Judging from statistics' furnished
by the census bureau, this year's sales
for shipment out of the territory will
almost equal the Increase of the years
1901 and 1902, which is given at
From these statistics, unless
the Increase of the last - year. r lias
'been abnormal. It Is quite evident that
the high price and the great demand
for sheep, which exists at present,
will soon decrease the number of

well-know-

i

census, and- - in
1902, this number had increased
to
4,902,547. The past two years have
good years for
been comparatively
lambs, and in accordance to the above
statistics as to gains, the number In
New Mexico at present must be somewhere between the five and six million mark.

FOOT BALL LUMBERMEN
CHALLENGE LAS VEGAS
REQUEST FOR A GAME IS BEING
CONSIDERAGIVEN
SERIOUS
CITY SOL-

DIERS.
Apparently, there is a prospect of a
foot ball game between the American Lumber company eleven and a
team being organized by Troop A. National Guard of New Mexico, at Las
Vegas.
Henry Dixon, manager for the lumbermen, sent a challenge to Colonel
Ralph Twitchell asking fur a game
with a Las Vegas team, knowing the
colonel's sporting proclivities and
feeling sure, of course, that if Mr.
Twitchell was not at the head of a
loot ball team, the challenge would
be turned by him into a channel In
which it would reach the right party.
And apparently, it has reached Its Intended destination. Colonel Twitchell
turned it over to Troop A, and the Optic says that it has been given serious
consideration: that a team bus. been
organized and is practicing daily,
getting ready for a game with the lumbermen.
It is undecided as yet whether the
game will lie played on the local
gridiron or at Las Vegas.
GRELNE

AM) GWNOR
LIVE EASY

JAIL

IN

SavuiiM.ih. Ha.. Nov. J. As in (jue-bewhile they wire fmhring tradition, John F. (Jaynor and lieiijamin l.
(Jreene, the contractors charged with
defrauding tt.e f ulled States government, are living an exclusive suit of
life In Jail lu re.
They are rather conifor' ably
in a lit:iit and airy room on the
top tloer of the local j ail. There are
two (iiliKle beds In the room, and it
overlooks a park. Their wives are
allowed to visit them twice a day, and
iayuor's son Is a frequent caller. All
their meals are sent over from the

fashioiiaide lieSoio hotel, for the fastidious tire, n and (Saynor appetites
balk at jail f od. On the part of
Iaynor plain water is even discarded.
He uses mineral water that is sent to
him in bottles.
Both prisoners are allowed to have

t.. r.i'.ia un.1 rl.i. ...rn ..
besides books, all the local and Hum
New York apers. (;auur. w ho us-'to be an active politician, is ninth in-- j
in the New York election.
The trial of the men is expected toj
nil tli..v

kt

.

ter.-.-te-

take place at the coming se.-n-i, n of
the federal court in tliis mouth, Jtidi;e
Knitiry Speer presiding.
If you want to enjoy yourself, save

tip your dimes and attend
the
Men's annual ball on Thursday
Novembwr
.

lie

nlf-'ht- ,
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i

fbM."Our Great $IM
Coat Offer"

e

to the government
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Bheep in New iMexieo.
In the year 1900 there were 3,242,-33- 2
sheep in New Mexico, according

BY

The 11.1 will be on tight iu Albu- serve notice In tho next few days on
each saloon proprietor doing business
acshort time ago Col. Y H. H. querque on Sundays hereafter,
Metzgar, the
fruit raiser cording to a statement made today In Albuquerque, ordering him to close
his place on Sunday on the penalty of
and ranchman or the 1'ajarito neigh- by
Sheriff Perfecto Arniljo and it will being nnet-ic.borhood, ten miles south of this city,
and prosecuted for the
received a letter trom his sister, Mrs. be a difficult prob.cru for the thirsty vl.ilaiii.n of the Sunday observance
Hannah Green, of Ohio, telling him one to get. a drink anywhere in tne law.
Whpt the Law Provides.
that authorities of Hoi and were look- city on the Sabbath.
This afternoon at the court house,
ing up the heirs of the Metzgar family
Section i'.t'S of the Compiled Laws
of that country, and that he and Mrs. Sheriff Arniljo made the following of 1S!7, under the heading of "Obesr-vu.icof Sunday." makes the followGreen were among tne heirs. Mr. stai.'iiient to u Citizen reporter:
"I, as sheriff of Bernalillo county, ing sweeping provisions:
Metzgar, since his notification, has
"Any person or persons who shall
kept himself posted, as well as he will, commencing with next Sunday,
could, on the subject, and today left strictly enforce the law governing the be found on rhe first day of the week,
tne following clipping Irom the Kan- closing of the saloons on tho Sab- called Sunday, engaged in any spurts,
sas City World, which shows that the bath, and anyone violating the law or In horse racing, cock fighting, or In
any other manner disturbing any worHolland government is about to pay wili be arrested and prosecuted."
"Does this mean, Mr. Ariuijo," asked shipping assembly or private family,
over an immense sum of money to the
sa- or attending any public meeting or
reporter,
the
the
"that
Metzgar heirs:
"Still another heir to the Metzgar loons will have to close up tight and public exhibtion excepting for religimillions which are about to be paid refrain from selling liquor on Sun- ous worship or Instruction, or engaging In any lalxir except works of neover by the Holland government, lives day?"
"It means just that, exactly," re- cessity, charity or mercy, shall he
in Kansas City, says the World.
be ni punished by a fine not exceeding $13,
This is Mrs. Monica Barnhart of plied the sheriff. "There y
1027 Cherry street, a grand-niecof blurting by closing the front doors and nor less than $3 or by Imprisonment
Thlebaud Metzgar, who. In the seven- puldng down the blinds and then leav- in the county Jail of not more than
ing the back doors open, as has been 15 days or less than 6 days, in the
0
teenth century, left an estate of
to be held in trust by the gov- the case during the past two Sundays. discretion of the court upon conviction
ernment for his heirs. Thlebaud Metz- I shall see that every saloon is closed In any district court."
gar was an uncle of Mrs. Barnhart's up tight on Sunday, both back and
It is further provided that all fines
mother, whose maidenname was Mary front doors, and llghta out, and If any collected under this law shall be
orJosephine Metzgar, a daughter of Jo- saloon keener refuses to ohev inv
turned into the school fund. The law
I
ders he will have to answer to the makes some exceptions as In the case
seph Metzgar.
Mrs. Barnhart has known that an court for the violation of the law."
of waiters and coks In hotels and farThat this stand on the part of Sher- mers who must Irrigate on Sunday or
immense fortune was in store for her
family for years. As a child she was iff Arniljo has created some conster- harvest theiir crops to keep them from
told by her mother that some day nation among the liquor dealers is going to waste or otherwise being deshe would le very rich, or that if she expressing it iniid.y. The sheriff wili stroy edi
was not her children would be.
A brother of hers, Ferdinand Honer,
went to Holland In 1874 to present his COMMITTEE PROPOSES
the agencies of the Sisters' hospital,
claims for the estate, which at was
and the
Benevolent sothought was to be divided at that time.
ciety, in proportion to, be determined
COUNTY
FARM
POOR
He returned to this country and told
by the board.
his sister that it was absolutely useFirst, that membership In this soless to employ lawyers to try to push ASSOCIATED CHARITIES OF AL- ciety shall be open to all who will
BUQUERQUE EFFECT PERMA- pay a regular subscription of not less
the matter then, for it would be at
years before a setleast twenty-fivNENT ORGANIZATION AT MEET- than $5.00 a year.
This
tlement could be obtained.
ING THIS AFTERNOON.
Your committee also beg to offer the
brother died a few years later.
following suggestions:
The meeting held at the CommerFirst, that no person be sent to the
Writing to Holland.
cial club building this afternoon, to
A sister, Miss
Sophia Honer, of hear the report of the committee ap- hospital or given financial assistance
South Bond, Ind., has since been in pointed at the mass meeting held last who has not been In the city for at
communication with relatives in Ger- Friday to devise ways and means for least three months.
Second, in the event of any person
many and Holland, and Mrs. Barnhart caring for the city's poor and indigent
believes that, she- may have some di- sick was not very largely attended, coming to this city sick and Indigent,
rect Information in the matter and la only about fifty persons being present. that the mayor of the home city of
such person be
now waiting for a letter from her.
asked to
The small attendance was probably help support him,notifiedIn and
the event of
and
Mrs. Barnhart was born in Baden-Baden- , due to the misunderstanding
to
as
the
refusal to do so, that such person be
Germany, 1n 1840.
She came place and time of meeting.
sent back to his home, or the city
to America with her parents at the
Friappointed
at
The
committee
from which he came.
age of ten years and located In South day's meeting
permanent
a
effect
to
Third, that a committee be appointIn that neighborhood, a organization and
Bend, lnd.
committee
which
place known as Harris Prairie, was a consisted "of Nestor Montoya, Rabbi ed to present the objocti of this orsettlement composed entirely of Metz-gar- s Kaplan and Rev. A. O. Harrison, sub- ganization and the needs of the city
In this connection, to the next terriand their families.
mitted its report.
committee re- torial legislative
assembly, with a
In the Honer family there were two commends that anTheorganization
tie
view to securing an appropriation.
sons and three daughters, of whom all effected to be called
Associated
tha
Fourth, that a committee be appointbut one boy, Ferdinand, are still liv- Charity of Albuquerque, and that
ed at some proper time Ho present
ing. In all there are 122 claimants to a petition
presented
be
to
of
board
the
this matter to some
the wealthy
the Metzgar millions.
county
asking the philanthropists of theof country,
es-- ,
When seen by a World reporter this board to commissioners
appropriate
bea
tract
of
pecially in the east, to interest them
morning Mrs. Barnhart said that she tween twenty
and forty acres lo be in securing their help, u,
had been thinking of this money a used for a county
poor farm. The'.re-por&.o- f
Respectfully submitted,
great deal last week since reading
the TOramittee follows;
' '
"' JACOB WkAPLAN.
the first btory in; the' Wtorld, and won':
Committee Report.
A. O. HARRISON.
dering If it would conie during her
Your
committee on permanent
NESTOR MONTOYA.
life. She knew nothing of the pending
fully realizing the' "necessettlement until she read the account sity
at this time for . an organized
Several Speeches Made.
of it in the World.
She does not
for the relief of the sick and
knov Mrs. David Whltmore, who was system
The
meeting
was addressed by
poor
in this city, strongly recommend
the first relative found here.
Nestor Montoya," Rev. Haran
such
organization
that
be
effectConducts Boarding House.
ed at once, and submit the following rison, R. P. Hall, Mrs. Ray and others.
At 3:30 o'clock, the meeting was still
Mr. and Mrs. Barnhart were old as an outline:
in progress and some rousing speechhaving
residents of Independence,
First, that this organization
be es werp being
made by other promilived there from 1886 until 1899, when known as the Associated Charities of
nent citizens.
they came to Kansas City. Mr. Barn- Albuquerque.
hart died about three years ago. Mrs,
Seeond,;that Its obciets be two-folAltagrasla Turrleta, the daugh- Barnhart keeps a boarc".ng house at first, the raising of money for the re terMiss
of a well known native farmer
107 Cherry street. Sha has six chil- uer or the sick and poor; second, to residing
at Peralta, died tills morning
dren, two sons and four daughters, work for the institution of a poor
two of whom are niarvird, one living house or a county farm, where such after a lingering Illness, aged sixteen
years. The funeral will be held toIn Chicago and the oth-?- r In St. Louis. sick and needy can be cared for, payShe Is a second cousin of Mrs. Charles ing for such relief by such work as morrow at the Catholic church cem-at
Lauternach, of 3608 East Twenty-sixtthey may be able to perform. Wltn Peralta, and burial will he in the
street, who has employed nn attorney a view to such an institution, your etery at that place.
to look after her share of the fortune committee suggests that a petition be
mum or
Mrs. Barnhart has not yet taken presented to the county commissionany legal steps and will not until she ers, asking for an appropriation, of
hears from her sister in Indiana.
0. W. Strong's Sons
from twenty to forty acres of land as
the first step in this direction.
Third, that the officers of this orSWIPED CUFFING MATERIALS
STRONG BLOCK.
ganization be a president, vice presiFROM LIVERY STABLE dent, secretary and treasurer,
who
shall be elected annually, to furnish
CLARK
ALLEN
SENTENCED .TO bonds In suitable amount.
Fourth, that there shall be a board
SERVE THIRTY DAYS IN THE
COUNTY JAIL FOR STEALING-T- WO of directors to consist of five members, who shall be elected two for one
DRUNKS FINED.
Superintendents
year, two for two years and one for
Falrvlew
and
three years.
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Allen Chirk, who came to this city
Fifth, that the disposal of fumls
MONUMENTS.
several weeks ago from Las Vegas, available for purposes of the Immeand who has been employed at the diate relief shall be for the present,
201
211
N.
St., Both Phones.
Second
livery barn of W. L. Trimble & Co., until the Institution of such a poor
on Copper avenue, was arrested last house or county farm, chiefly through
night and lodged la the city Jail,
charged with stealing several brushes
and a curry comb from the barn.
Clark was given a hearing before Police Judge A. J. Crawford this morning and found guilty of petty larceny.
He was sentenced to serve thirty days
In the county Jail.
T. T. Shanks and W. C. Skully. two
VniEhts of the road, hailing from the
and Friends
cut-ofvicinity of the Helen
were
taken in last night charged with vagrancy. Roth pleaded guilty and will
We have entered into a contract with Mr.
ge W
wink for tho city five days.
C. C. Crisler was run In this morn- Hickox, agreeing to aoll to him our .lewdly Business, inIng for being drunk and disorderly and
cluding htock, fixtures, and good wi.l, January 1, lltuc.
will be given a hearing in the mornOne Hiong feature of our ngreemeiit with .Mr, Hickox is
ing.
that we promise to reduce our very large and complete
SECOND
GAME
WITH
to the low. si possii,!,- point before that date and
with this end in view, w will In in, Saturday, November
LIMBER MILLS SUNDAY
4. a SPECIAL
CLOSING
OUT SALE to continue until
ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION
AND
December 31, at which time we pordtivcly retire from the
LUMBERMEN STRENGTHEN
Jewelry
having arranged to go into the manTHEIR ELEVENS. AND A GOOD
ufacturing lumber business iu British Columbia.
GAME IS ANTICIPATED.
Our business in Albuquerque has increased steadily
year by year, anil giateful for this, we propose for the
Manager F. J. Houston of the
Athletic association tVol ball
next Ho months, to cut out the big end of our profits
team today completed arrangements
to give you such a genuine bargain sale
and
really
Tor another game with tho American
Fine, Hitih tirade floods, as has never been tillered In
lumber mills eleven. The game will
be played Sunday afternoon at the fair
our city.
grounds.
We invite you to make your selections now an I avoid
inning the past week the lumbermen have been out in their suits for
the rush of the loee:nhcr trade. We have ample vau.t-roopractice every nlht, and Coach
l
and will gladly lay aside the goods you select, until
has put tho men through some
you are ready for th. ui.
work. The weak
at
places in the nam have been maWe have been In the Jewelry Business 2 years, and
terially strengthened and the playnever yei advertised a
have
sale. In this sale we
ers ale now on to the signali and run
will oiler you rare bargains
tlii-in Diamonds and Fine
without a hitch.
Manager loiiiyu lias tailed a meetsa ie will be backed by my personal
Watches. Kv.-ring for th.- memf.ers of the Alhu'iuer-t.- t
guarant.
e.
Mail
solicited and sat
orders
assured.
t am for tonight at 7 o'clock, in
front of the i:ki' theater, and every
player in the t;un Is requested to turn
" V"
'TT-NEW MEXICO'S
out and spend half an hour running
LEADING JEWELER
'.:uals. Hy tho time Sunday comes,
hot h teams are expected to be In fine
trim, and a gowd game is anticipated.
A

e

TION

of the Sabbath.

FROM THE HOLLAND GOVERNMENT

I

AH EXTRA OFFER IH WOMEN'S COATS

e

I

$14,0,-000,00-

For $9.50 you can take yout choice of over fifty new and
stylish Coats, assorted sues, in shades of Black, Tan,
Castors and Fancy Mixtures. Coats arc well worth $ i 5

SEE Wt N DO
ELKS' THEATRE

e

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER

X

Q

SZftnH

are showini
and Winter

mmw

mimic

at the New York
ter for three months.

As presented

C

n METROPOLITAN

OU

NEW AND

FUN

EVERY

Girls
York

The Whole Dam Family

o

Albert

75c, $1 and $1.50. Seata
PRICES
on aale Tuesday, October 31,
at 9 o'clock.

ENGAGEMENT

F a h ft r
Southwestern

T

UNDERTAKERS

An Open Letter

To Our Patrons

.

Ethel

6th

Ttcker

Stock Co.

Aibii-iiertU- e

.Mi ui day
"Tho I'mbozzler."
Tue day "Carmen."
Wednesday "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde."
Thursday "Tomiiklna" Hot finish."
Friday "Sapho."
Saturday
Matlnco "Foxy Grand-

pa."

Hat ui day

Night

en."

1: UV,
H
oooooooooooocooooooc

Vi

305 Railroad Avenge

,

v!

,

.

'

o

taurant.

1

1

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National
Electrics! Contractors' Association.
216

SOUTH SECOND ST.

IOflOICtOffOC(COI i 0OO0lOIOflt0fl
The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.
Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior service?

The only long distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

rates.

.

OUR COAL YARD
la chock full of coal that will gladden

your heart and warm your house when
it's cold, fill your bins for next winter now, and avoid the rush.
LOOK1

American Block Coal, the best (Jallup
mined; t'enillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All bizea of hard coal.
WOODI
Wood, $3 full load.
Crecn
Mill Wood, 1:2.25 full loud.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD,
Colo. 'Phone, 45.
Aute. 'Phone, 416.

Factory

?oooo

Before It Is Too Late

It may
lietier cciinc in and look t our line of Chei-- t Protectors.
nave you some money and prevent a spell of sickness. See what
wo have buy If you want to.
B. H. URIGGS A CO.
Both Phones.
First St. and Gold Ave. Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

"Across the Des

Special vaudeville features between
every act.

-

H
Ili.

i

PRICES 50c and 75c. Seats on
sale Thursday at Matson't book
store.

NOVEMBER

4

Of Every Description
Agent for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Dynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Gyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Res-

Greatest
Lightweight
Battle
Ever Fought

--

Cog-wai-

rI

.m

WEEK OF

3

Electrical Pumping Plants'

TWO NIGHTS
0 h
FRIDAY and II
SATURDAY, NOViU "4

ELKS' THEATRE

i
m

Elks' Theatre

SHOWING THE

J

Electric & Construction Co.

EXTRAORDINARY

jo onr
llii Pfctores

Q

Our prices are the lowest,

MINUTE.

See and hear the latest New
laughing success,

0
jj

o

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

NEW MUSIC

Beautifully Gowned

new de

And also a full line of

GORGEOUS PRODUCTION

RUSTIC COSTUMES

nO&son,

Cut tains, Portieres and Draperies

n

OU

COMPANY

.or the Fall

Carpets, Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,

thea-

C

I

Q

1

THE!

iiiiM

0

We

OPERA Success

Comedy

Y

u

.

h

P LA

ISIDORE WITMARK'S

-

.

6

D IS

Ladies

Frae

Monday

Night

l'rovldlni? thfir tickets are reserved at
Matron's before C p. m.
PRICES

15c,

25c, 35c and 50c.

0

Auto phone,

Am

316.

Hell phone, 113.

EJORDERSf

Black or White Hearse,

q

oooo-ooooooo-

Residence

Auto

phone, No.

283.

0

uneml Director and Embalmer

q

Commercial Club Building,
CITT UNDERTAKER.

q

5.00.

f
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cmpleyed, a certificate, from an official
pltyslclin stating that he Is free from
tuberculosis, this keeps this class of
from coming here.
In some
"Salaries are low, too.
FROM
pnrts they are very low. In many of 2
GIVEN UNDER THE
the country schools und In the grades
Sty.'j-VrAUSPICES OF THE
of the city soVm1s, the salary is about
was
a
placed
and
Mr.
desk
fifty
Black's
month."
dollars
on
Manager 1). Benjamin of tho Harvey
Spenklng further of tho matter, Mr.
he si nted himself to open his
system loft last night for tho east, when
mall, his surprise at find llrtdiey paid that nt present there were
after spending scvcra days In t lie morning
pport unit ies open for
ing the watch was great. On tnocnse scM ml pood
"Parson" Hint", well known in Gila facturer, who has an even 10,000
cltv on olllcia business.
of the watch In monogram form are tea lu is that could speak both the Valley, as a miniver of the Baptist shares.
,llp nintter of age
Colonel Wm. C. Greene Is now In
initials. "YV. .7. B." and In- - Spttnbh mid Kr.iob language.
church, ard who
J. T. Jncobson, superintendent of Mr. lllaek's
Inis engraved the following
control of the company,
Is well tip ia Hip frost line, was In complete
the Harvey eating house at Ash Fork, side
"Presented by employes!
Globe from Salt River, his present though his stockholders and all inter
MATTERS
OFFICIAL
wa here today conferring with Audi- scription:
of the passenger department, Santa!
home, and iok lack with him a hand- ests are working in harmony for the
tor McCreary of the system.
Fe, Topeka, Kansas, October 10, 1!)05.
some young Tier, whose ago num-- , first time In several years. There are
Thursday Eve., November 9, '05
Appointed.
Notaries Public
now no Amalgamated,
date when Mr. Black's apHarrlman,
bers In the early t wenties.
Mantmor J. F. H'leklo, of the liar-Te- This is tho as
following
public
have
notaries
The
passenger trafltc
com- Hawley
holdings
pointment
or
in
the
Gates
curio department, spent the day
TICKETS
been appointed by Governor Miguel A.
$1.00
effect.
Not long a:o. a carpenter's union puny. Those Interests alone have
Jr. Alim jjorciuo, attending to Imsinoss
Globe, which now been largely responsible for the stock
Mr. Black will leave for Chicago at Otero:
was
i"
formed
Fe,
plait,
Fe
Santa
crn:ieteil with Mia department.
at
Santa
imise
members, market troubles of Colonel Green and
once, where he will remain the rest
numbers more than nln-'tthe week, returning to Topeka on county; David Quiriuna, nt Pojoaiiuo, It Is organized under the auspices of the Greene company in the past.
John R. Orant, of the Grant Broth- of
Baca,
at
Manuel
county;
Fe
On the first of next week Santa
the United lirothorhood of Carpenters
ers Construction company, which has Saturday.
Sandoval county; YV. E. and Joiners. Ii I" a strong union and
Carl Rlokerhouse was again In Pres-I- s
w ill take his family to Chicago and IVuu Hlanea.
.
Mason
passed he
A contract on the Heien
counAna
Ihma
Cruces,
Baker, at l.as
ot none but those will cott with a bottle of placer gold and
a
com
there
posed
for
the
establish
residence
e
through t.h? city last night on his way winter at the Chicago Bench hotel.
ty; A. S. Warren, at Andrews, Sierra are of the best class of workmen, a piece of Iron colored ore which
s
Curt-ento tho coninnny's headquarters at Ixs
at Sunny-side- ,
Is now one of the strong union' ly glistened with the protruding
James M. Connell, who succeeds county; James
.
Argons from a trip over the
Guadalupe county; W. A. Flemwe-l- .
:!ing of gold which it carried. The
Mr. Black as general passenger agent,
of
the
'
uler B.a. cooler in
summer than a hrtr.tr hn.s .I i.
gold Is solid, and not of the flaky
at noon from Chicago, and at ing Jones, at l.as Cruces, Dona Ana
An average of 173 passenger cars a arrived
A
Albuquerquartz.
county;
S.
Pearlstine,
few
Inundations
for
S.
at
in
ore
bespangled
A
seen
frame houses cheaper than
pieee'of
well gold
variety often
new
his
up
of
once
took
duties
the
rubble
day passes through Newton, Kan. In position. Ho
stone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card and I
from Mr. Duncan's claims, located tons of that sort of ore would make
has not determined as que, Bernalillo county.
win call
'
bought
A
the nelghlwirhood of OO.imn) coaches, yet when he will
.
Mining
Redman
Vlassat
of
the
n
Joe
cimiiIi
mart
Preseott
j.mjr
mlb.o
rich.
Delegate to the American
Ctiomro Atm
his family to
chair cars, and Pullman cars pass Topeka, but it willmote
Congress.
was being examined piece of ore, and It can be soon at his
district,
yanipn
some
bo
for
not
This
through that iMiint every .
The following special appointment and admired in the lobby of Hotel place of business. Rlckerhouse makes
Is surely an immense passenger busi- time.
hns been made by the governor of Ilurke, last evening. The Carriagan regular trips to Preseott with this
ness.
New Mexico, Miguel A. Otero:
strike seems to have given a stimulus placer gold, which, it Is stated, he' KEFP YOUt HORSE COMFORTABLE
NEW SWITCH ENGINE
W. F. Hall, of Lake Valley, N. M., to the bringing In of gold rock from beats ouT of the quartz. He will not
OIL
FUEL.
USE
TO
At San Francisco a number of railrock or the
Cold Weather Mean
For yard service In Kansas City and Sierra county, as delegate from New claims in adjacent districts, and the tell where he gets the
way companies are Included in a list Argentine,
company is Mexico to the eighth annual session richness of s e of that ore would gold, but It cannot be a great distance
Fe
Santa
the
of some 30,000 corporation which constructing ten switch engines In the; oi im- - iimimm i.h.iii.h
Preseott.
trotn
cause a Ktampcdo in Colorado, Dakota
Horse Blankets and Lao Rooas
have failed to pay the annual license Topeka shops, which are to conBiime'be held at El Paso, Texas, November or almost any place except here.
i
Sunday afternoon last, A. E. Baker,
fee of flu imposed by the last legis- oil a fuel. Four of this order are to 14 to IS. Inclusive. Mr. Hall was ap- lature.
The governor threatens to be turned out w thin the next sixty pointed in me piace oi v. o. jiope
F. E. Trask has finished gathering the well known miner, while scuffling,
We have them In all kind am
cancel the charters of the corporations days,
his honev cron at bis Oakwood farm, fell, or was thrown, and sustained a
remalnedr of the batch well, resigned
the
and
The very serious fracture of the right leg prices.
affected.
In the Whetstone
mountains.
SPECIAL
LOW
PRICES,
Suspend Business In New Mexico.
wiil be finished Just as rapidly as posue sen us. e
,
NQW
The Aetna Life Insurance company yield was 111" cases of honey from - we anove me Knee.
we b s M
large
belong
a
to
They
to
quantity
are
sible.
M"
General Freight Agent A. N Brown class known as "2100s." Some of this wit h headquarters at Hartford, Conn., stand a cnmde of the stands iiroduc- of bis hurt was not realized until Mon-- :
......
morning, when ne was taken to,
of the El Paso & Southwestern at El same
numbering and kind were built has notified the superintendent of in ing eight uppers. a most remarkable dav hospital
proper
attenPaso, received members of the transgiven
says
and
the
yield.
the
com
Press
Benson
The
surance,
Pedro Perea, that tnetr
two years ago for fuel service.
& CO.
portation committee In his office the aboutobject
is well along in years, and
in building oil burners ap- pany will no longer do business In the honey marketed thus far found ready tion. He age
Is against him, the fact Corner
other evening and discussed the The
Mexico, giving as sale In Bisbee and Douglas at fancy while his
Territory
of New
economy.
of
pears
First
Street
to
be
and Copper
freight rates which prevail between
their reason for the suspension of prices, It being pronounced the finest that he is a strong and seemingly
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
strong
Is
man
in
physically
El Paso and Arizona points. No defMr.
favor.
his
entering
cities.'
honey
those
ever
the
territory
in
that
business
fact
the
GALLUP CETs'aVnTA
inite results were reached.
enlarging
his He owns several groups of mining
the recent raise of costs for the priv- Trask contemplates
conducting
ilege
an insurance busi- apiary considerably by another year. claims near Preseott, which he has
of
FE
READING
ROOM
Parfenger train No. 1 from the east
been developing for years, and some
ness in the territory, made the busiSunday afternoon, In Nesbltt's Bank of them are said to have fine mineral
arrived In three sections last night
ness an unprofitable one for them.
Exchange, at Globe, Daniel . McCoy, showings.
anil No. 7 in two sections. The heavy SUPERINTENDENT .SAYS .THAT
SYSTEM IS TO BE IMPROVED COMMUNICATION FROM
who was standing at one of the gam-- :
travel was due to the regular semiBailding Supplies
ALL OVER SANTA FE ROAD.
monthly bomescekers' excursions to
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO. Ing tables, suddenly fell to the floor! What is undoubtedly one of the
and died Instantly, lie was engaged most unique mining undertakings In
tho southwest. Railroad officials say
Superintendent S. E. Busser, of the Offer to Refund Money If Hyomei In the selling of hot tamales in and the country is now under way in
that the travel to New Mexico, AriDoes Not Cure Catarrh.
zona and California this year is un- Santa Fe reading room service, is in
about the saloons, and was a quiet, northern Arizona, with promise of beBoth Phones
the city, accompanied by his daughter,
precedented.
Third and Marquette
inoffensive man. Dr. Maisch made a ing successful. The Standard Iron
To the Editor of The Daily Citl.en.
Miss Alma Busser.
round company, of New York, is sinking a
post
and
examintlon
mortem
If
recently
the
We
have
been
asked
night
Mr.
stasix
Busser arrived last
from
miles Bouth of Diablo
Bert C. Talmadge, one of the mom
a blood vessel in some part of shaft
printed in your col- that
popular Santa Fe switchmen em Gallup, where he has just finished advertisements
his heart had become ruptured, which tion. on the Santa Fe railroad, close 1
true,
Hyomei
were
regarding
umns
cttnbiishing
a reading room in tr.e
ployed in the San Bernardino yards,
produced instant death. He was from to Diablo canyon, for the purpose of
CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND REwe offer to refund tne money some point in Texas, and was past 50 recovering and smelting a gigantic
met a shocking death Tuesday after building formerly occupied by the where
cacure
not
if
does
treatment
Supply
general
this
store of the Colorado
meteor which struck the earth in that
years of age.
PAIRING
noon, by being run over by the trucks
please
We wish you would
section many years ago, probably in
of a box car, and the trainmen who company. The equipment ofSOUthe Gal- tarrh.
a
conspicuous
as
In
print
this
letter
lup
reading room includes
books,
Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
were with him are of the opinion that
If Photographer Risdon of Clifton the prehistoric period,
billiard and pool tables and other fur- place as possible in your paper, say- will come to Solomonvilee we shall be. They know the location of the
lie was knocked from the car by
Order.
agree
to
refund
absolutely
ing
we
necessary
that
to make it a place of
fence post which was leaning far out niture
to accompany him to his Iong,teor because It knocked a hole In the
s
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by one-hal- f
convenience and pleasure for the rail- the money to any purchaser of a Hy lost photo gallery We found It the earth
toward the track.
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road employes. J. G. Kammer has omei outfit if It does not cure catarrh. other morning while duck hunting on land fino feet deep, and fragments of
This outfit consists of an Inhaler of the Gila river. It stands light side, tne tntng are scattered ait over tne
Tcpeka & Santa Fe been appointed librarian of the place.
The Atehif-onCARRIAGE
PAINTING
Mr. Busser says that the Gallup a convenient size to be carried In tne up with care on a sand bank high ' surrounding country. The fragments
Railway company has asked the court
can
user
so
the
pocket,
vest
that
at Muskogee, I. T., to appoint an ap- reading room is the first of four new
above the water, none the worse fori have been analyzed and found to be
praising board to condemn a right of reading rooms recently decided upon breathe Hyomei four or fivea times its
trip down the river during almost pure Iron, running high in lead,
medi
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way from Tulsa to Shawnee, Okla., by t!.e Santa Fe. The other three will
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connect the be established at Shawnee, La Junta cine
in let- - as a box car have been found and the
proclaims
120 miles. This
door
and
above
the
and Is a most ters bold and black that Mr. Risdon returns at the smelter have been very
branch between Independence, Kan., and Marcellne. The Raton reading The outfit sells for $1, for
the Inhaler makes fine cabinet photographs at high.
economical treatment,
and Tulsa and the Oklahoma lines In room will also be enlarged.
lasts a lifetime and there Is enough city prices.
The Standard Iron company began
Shawnee. This plan will make Tulsa
Solomonvllle Bulletin.
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Santa Fe lines.
According to a report Issued by the year ago and a shaft from the bottom
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e
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HARD MATTER TO FIND SUFFICI- our willingness to refund the money zona aggregated $4,418,674.27, at the hfen sunk to a depth of 400 feet.niak-clossaid that
of business on August 25th of Ing a total of 1,000 feet thecompany
ness of the road will not be changed
ENT NUMBER TO FILL THE VA- for a Hyomei outfit, In case the purFINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported 0
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bankB of Tucson. The amount invest-- ; on the surface, the prospectors have
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ed In banking houses and fixtures was realized a goodly sum in the days
by way of Florence, Mulvane, Welling- plications for positions as teachers in
H.
$138,603, of which amount a third was! by. At one time, according to W.Hol-teeton and Harper. There is a possibility the public BChools of New Mexico at BIG EXCURSION TO THE
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of through California passenger serv- - present, which makes the securing of
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the Indians made a
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the present service.
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PRISON

TO BREAK

Luchenl. Up for Life In Switzerland'
Bastile, it a Prison Demon
By
Craft He Get Out of Hit Cell and
When Caught Putt Up a Terrible
Battle.

OF INTERESTING

GRANT

Geneva, Nov. 2.
Luchenl. the an
archist, who assassinated
the Empress Elizabeth of Austria, seven
years ago, has made a desperate but
unsuccessful attempt to escape from
the Eveche prison, (ieneva. known as
the Swiss Uastile, where he is undergoing imprisonment for life.
Since his conviction Luchenl hag
always been more or less unnianage'
able, sullen and brutal. He has a
fairly well lighted and decent cell and
has even been offered a companion
In the shape of a fellow convict, Dtit
when the governor of the prison made
the suggestion, Luchenl broke the
silence which he has kept "lor month,
and with the most filthy oa'hs swore
he would kill anyone
hat they
brought into his
cell.
lie has
been given the easy work of making
Tell slippers an I etrdlnini
!.ws .m l
a; times wnr'ts s'eadily v h:s ti;k,
out at otne- t es he te
iv mafragments and
terials given him-intchallenges his guards to starve him
to death.
After a recent spell like this the
governor of the prison. Captain Alexandre Terrin. came to try to reason
with the mad criminal.
No sooner had he set foot Inside
the cell than Luchenl, with the fury
of a tiger, sprang at his throat and
ignoring the blows of the warders,
clung for some minutes with the tenacity of a bull dog, until the governor
was nearly choked. Since then extra
precautions have been taken.
For some time Luchenl 'behaved

The case of the Protective Association of the town of Costilla vs. the
United States Freehold Land and lni- migratlon company had Its ffrst hear
in yesterday morning before Judge
John It. McFie, of the First Judicial
district court, at Santa Fe. This case
is one of-- the most Important that has
been up for trial In the district court
for some time, inasmuch as the land
Involved In the suit amounts in all to
almost 2iVi,ooo acres.
The land in
litigation Is situated in the northern
part of Taos county, and is a part of
tne Manure do cristo land grant.
History of the Grant.
In the year 1844. the Mexican au
thorities made . a grant, containing
l.uuu.uuu acres, to cer;aln Mexican n
zens, in the northern part of Taos
county, which then included what is
now part of southern Colorado, for
colonization purposes.
In 18ii), the
congress of the United States con
firmed this grant made by the Mexi
can authorities, and the lauds therein
contained were afterwards
acquired
by purchase by the United States Freehold Land and Immigration company.
Almost 250,000 acres of this grant are
situated in what Is now Taos county
In this territory, and on this the
towns of Costilla, Questa and others
are situated.
On
2, 1S80, a patent was
Issued by the land office at Washing
ton, giving the United States Free
hold Land and Immigration company
a clear title to this Immense tract.
Since then the land has been sold
and divided, until now the above
HEALTH EXERCISES
company only has in its possession
about 250,000 acres, the amount in
lltisation in the present case. This is
located entirely in Nev Mexico, being in Taos county, in the northern
part of the territory.
Cdiise of Suit.
In the little town of Costilla live
some 34 settlers who came to that
part of the country ten or more
years ago, settling
upon part of
this land grant, situated In and
aroumi the town they have since
built up to its present size. They were
a thrifty class of settlers, and for
years they tilled the soil reclaiming
t lie arid larrrt from the desert wastes.
The United States Freehold Land and
Immigration company, recognizing the
fact that they were a thrifty lot, pera..
mitted them to dwell thereon free
from rents and taxation, allowing
them the income thoy derived as
fruit.i of their labor in return for cultivating the soil and building up the
yM 1
country. For a period of ten years
they dwelt upon the land In undisputed possession. Then came a day
when they felt that the land was theirs
by right of possession, inasmuch as
thev had dwelt theron for ten years
1
1
and forthwith announced themselves
as owners, under the laws of New
Mexico in reference to the statutes of
limitations.
Ejectment the Action.
The United States Freehold Land
.
and Imlmgration company, claiming
that the land was theirs by right of
the grant made in 1844, and since con-- '
firmed by congress, and claiming that
they had paid taxes upon it since the
patent had been issued them in 1880,
denied the right of the Costilla settlers to claim this land and the present suit is the result. The Costilla
settiers claim the land by settlement
under the New Mexico statute of
limitation and the United States Freehold Land and Immigration company
wishes them evicted. That is the case
as it now stands.
Movement No. 7.
This movement is very easy, but
Much Legal Talent.
Yesterday morning at 9 o'clock the must 'be done with thoroughness to
attorneys that have been retained on have effect.
Simply lift the arms as high above
each side met in the First judicial
head as you can reach, observing
district court in tne opening battle of the
feeling of being stretched, at the
the struggle for these thousands of the
acres. Abbott & Ablott, of Santa Fe, waist, and endeavoring to emphasize
by Albert Smith, of Denver, it as much as possible, even straining
assisted
Coloo--- .,
together with K. C. Van to pull the hips from the trunk, as it
manager of the Costilla Land were, and putting a slow, strong ten
and Investment company, of Colorado sion on the muscles, rather than a
Springs, are representing the United quick, Jerky one.
States Freehold Land and ImmigraNature Needs But Little.
tion company, while Charles A. Splesa
and O. A. Irrazolo. both of I.as Ve- Nature needs oniv a l ittle F.arlv Riser
gas, are representing the 134 settlers now and Wen to keep the bowels
of the town of Costilla, who are bring- clean, the liver active, and the system
ing the suit to determine the owner- Tree from bile, headaches, constipaship and right of title to the 2'.0.000 tion, etc. The famous little nitla
acres, in the name of the Protective "Early Risers" are pleasant In effect
nnu peritenon in action. Tiiey never
Association of Costilla.
gripe or sicken, hilt tone Unrt Rtrenth.
Jill?
irAitui M an ii'noi.jirin if en the liver and kidneys. Sold by all
of St. Loui
the Dailv
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WKDDINO CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guar
antee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
SIMON

i
K

.

2

I
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Hide and Pelt Dealers

Arenu.

W. Railroad
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DALLINO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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SWITZERLAND'S UASTILE. WH F. RE I.I CHKNI IS CONFIXF.D.
$25 California $25
til
with unusual quietness. For several, ing warder grappled with him
Second Class Colonist Ras
days he had been languid and appai- -,
Luchenl. wh,) has greatly gained in
ently ailing. He was curiously gentle.; weight 2nd strength since his inipris-anthe warders felt sure that the onment, fought like a perfect devil
Sept. 15 to Oct. 31
man was really weak and iil. The and, though additional
aid soon came'
result was that the usual discipline the warder who first seized him paid
was relaxed, and on October 9th, a heavily for his smartness.
His cheek
Stopovers allowed In Caliwarder, known as Hig Jean looked in j bone was !aid open from the temple
Lueheni's cell and saw, as he t'.iouuht, to f.ie chin In a blow which luchenl
fornia. For particulars, call
Luchenl lying nneonsclous on the struck him with the heavy bunc'h of
on any agent
floor. He entered the cell, and sud- - keys, two of his ribs were broken
by
H. S. LUTZ.
flenly a noose of fine cord wa slipp. 4
kick, while three of his fingers were
J. J. BYRNE.
Agent
oer his neck and was drawn tightly almost bitten off bv the
sharp, jigged
O. P. A, Los Angeles, Cat.
into the flesh, while the iron fingers fan: rf the murderer
oi i.ucneni toned a gag of felt into
at last was secured and
his mouth.
xxxxxxxxxxrou
Was locked In hia .11 In a BtrjillunAt
When the man fell unconscious tot where tie rased l
a un,i
.11
the ground Luchenl took his keys through the night,
Established In 1882
and cooly walked out of his cell and
The warders are furious
their
along a corridor until a large massive prisoner should have so gotthat
&
r
the
barred his way. This he un-- j tcr of them, more particularly as they Hole agents for Casino Canned Goods
locked and found his way unchalleng-- t are not allowed to give him' any corJas. Heekln & Co.'i Coffees, Ira
ed to the inner court yard of the'noral niintshnient in return i.ir n.- boden'a Granite Flour.
prison. Here, while he was attempt-- ; savagely. He will now.be reduced for
ing to nnu tne key to open the main a time to a bread and water diet, and
entrance ne was noticed and a pass- - will bp placed in a dark cell.

The Hendrie

& Bolflioff

Mfg. and Supply Co

d

The

Pioneer Machinery

tf

House

v

'

the West

l8team, Electric and Hydraulic Engineering. Mint and 8melter Supplies, Engines, Boilers, HEATING APPARATUS, Compressor, Saw
Mills,
Machinery, and Engineers'
and Machinist'
Tools and Supplies. Western agents for The American Radiator Co.
8peclal Catalogues on Application.

;

Wood-Workin-

g

,

1621-163-

Seventeenth Street.

9

DENVER,

COLORADO

j

F. G. PRATT

let-doo-

EX-QUEE-

'
,

THE FORMER
FRANCE

OF MADAGASCAR NOW A MERE PRISONER OF
WANTS TO LIVE IN PARIS.
RULER

Paris. Nov. 2.
Kanavalo III,
of Madagascar, has .come to
Paris on a strike for more salary, and
has succeeded in getting it. She very
cleverly pleaded as a pretext for leaving Algeria, where she Is exiled by
the French government, that the climate was trying to her, and she wanted to see the sights of Paris.
The Paris officials said that she
might come, pikI sent her a check to
help her out. As soon as she arrived
in Paris, the black queen interviewed
M. elemental, minister
of colonies,
and told him she could not live any
longer on the $2,000 a year grant made
to her by France, a,fter deposing her
from the throne of Madagascar. The
pleaded her case so well that
the minister promised to give her an
increase of $4,000, which has now
been definitely settled upon her.
For nine months, or ever since Madagascar was annexed to France, in
18U6, Ranavalo, the dethroned queen,
has been kept virtually a prisoner by
the French government. She Is allowed to live in a villa with large grounds
near Algiers, but cannot travel without permission.
Life in Alegria ha seemed very
hard to her, and she is now scheming
to obtain permission to reside permanently in or near Paris. At the
present time she is living modestly
wit'n her niece, Princess Marie Louise,
with two governesses, in a little flat
at St. Germaine, Borne 14 miles from
Paris, in which historic chateau the
two English pretenders, the son and
grandson of .lames II, lived, by courtesy of the French government.
A great many indirect
attempts
have been madetiy the French government to get rid of Ranavalo by marrying her off and have her liecome plain
Madame Somebody, ,but she clings
fondly to her dignity as queen, and
scorns all offerB of marriage.
Her two previous ventures In that
line were not sufficiently successful
to authorize her in taking further
risks. Before she was 20 years old,
when only Princess Ranavalo, Bhe
married Prince Patrina, a cousin, who
led her such a dance that only reasons
of state could have induced her to
marry again when he died and left
her free, a year or two ago. ,
But when she came to the throne
of Madagascar, In 18S3, at the age of
21. Ranavalo was forced to marry her
prime minister, Rainilalrivony, who
nad not only been prime minister for
the two previous queens, Rasoheria
and Ranavalo II, but had also been

CO.

Hillsboro Creamery

Butter

Best on

Earth.
Order

Solicited.

Free Delivery,

L

and feed

J.

B. MacMANUS,

offer at retail.
The Pawnbroker.' Ths Man You Can Trus
Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
I

1189

oooe)osoo4Kooo

produce co
claukville
hat, grain
South First Street

-

ROSENFIELO,

214 South Second Street.

602

wnat

T

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL

--

P

Unredeemed Diamonds

can sate you money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
house; that means you buy diamonds rlitht.
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
Sm
Investment, that's as good a government bonda. Diamonds Increase
In value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and Increase
your prestige. You are cordially Invited to call and Inspect my
I

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

BEGS A
RAISE IN SALARY

N

com

Located on the

"Generally debilitated
f'r years.
sick 'lieudaeln s, lacked, ambition, was worn out and all run d;wn
Burdock's M'iihI Hitlers ma te me a
I'has. Kieltoy,
well woman." .Mr.-- .
M'iosui, Conn.
Hail

Every woman wants a fine evening
but the price has always been
fat,
t'K) hih for tho greater majority. Not
so now, for if you will attend the sale
of tine coats Tit the Golden Rule Dry
Goods company, you will find them
pi iced wittiin the reach of a'.l.
See
window disj lay.
)
Mothers even, lit re praie One
Counh (.'lire for t he sufferings it
lias relieved and the lives of their little ones it has saved. A certain cure
for t'oimlis. Croup and Whooping
Couh. Mail's tr a t h i ii t? easy, cuts
out phlegm, and draws out the
tUil.l l.y a',1 tirucxists.
Min-utv-

Wholesale

and

ti-u-

Ciar

Dealers

Mgr.

Both Phones

riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Hulldinr Associa
tion. Office at J. C Ttaldrldge's Lumber yard.

4

i

t
4

G. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMA'ACK,

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

If'
A:

18 nn- On Dental Work
Pluto
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
50c. AU guaranteed.

j
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and Steam Cleaners

'eC9BBr' '"SESSS'
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clean rooms.

VIRGINIA
6'J3

Mce,

MAESTAS,

South Vim

street

IN

FOUND AT LAST

"Bicyog.8" j

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

SUBSCRIBE FCR THE CITIZEN IF

g

jtzciu:

M.

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We liave added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wtth which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

'

'KZSZ3Bmr

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
8EASON.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Third street and Gold avenue, In the car.

But Few Are Free.
But few people are entirely frfea from
indigestion at this season of the year.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is not only the
best remedy to use because it digests
what you eat but because it also enables the digestive apparatus to assimilate and transform all food Into
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
blood.
Kodol relieves
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE sour stomach, heart burn, belching,
PLANING MILL.
and all forms of indigestion.

'wrT.'iU'

AVENUE,

Santo Fe Restaurant

h

aSTSCT

'

WHERE TO DITIC WELL

F

tissue-buildin-

Proprietors.

'

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
KX QUEEN RANAVALO.
Room 17, N. T. Armljo BuUdlnf.
successively the husJiand of these
ladles, and who insisted that his prerogative as prince consort as well as of
premier should continue with RanaThe Fuehr Undertaking Company
valo III.
He it was who got Madagascar Into
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
all the trouble which ended in its absorption by France.
307 West Railroad Avenue.
Madagascar Is now one of France's Beth 'Phones.
Oar or Night
most prosperous colonies, the natives
having learned to earn money by Independent labor.
The Albuquerque Hatters

tinsue-buildln-

WEST RAILROAD

117

i

Every Ounce You Eat.
Every ounce of .food you eat that fails
to digest does a pound of harm. It
turns the entire meal into poison. This
not only deprives t'he blood of the necessary
material, but It
poisons it. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is
a perfect digestant. It digests the food
regardless jf the condition of the
stomach, it allows that organ to rest
and M't strong again. Relieves the
Belching, Heart Burn, Sour Stomach,
Indigestion, Palpitation of the Heart,
etc. Sold by all druggists.

Co.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

REDUCED PRICES

j

Dtg

The Williams

TOT I A GRAOI

YOU WANT THE NEWS

0

0

'tKnBf
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R.&len

of Tho Atchison, To pell a

aui-o- ff
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Santa Fe Railway

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Befen Town ard Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Ot 100O business and roid-e lots, M.e :5vll2 feet, laid out w.th broad 8
ing Jlo.OoO ; churches, Commercial club; a population of l.noo inhabitant ;
resfaurasts. etc. Helen is the latest skipping point fur wo,l, tl.iur, wi.ia!,
--

ALL

FAST LIMITED

streets, with alleys 20 fed wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old fclude trees; public school house, costmercantile establishments in New .Mexico; the Helen I'atent Holler mill, capacity, K. barrels daily; laro winery; three hotels,
inc. Leans and bay in Central New Mexico. ' Its Importance as a Kreat commercial railrtad city In Mi... mar future cannot be estimated.

and

lar.

70-fo-

t

EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE

Hie lots offered are

in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation);
coal and wood yard, dru? stove, bunie-- s shop, etc., etc. Also a
s
modern hotel.

WILL

GO OVER

no sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
We need a

first-clas-

s

TO BELEN.

EAST AND WEST. NORTH

!!

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, tboe house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill,

Urst-clas-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FCR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

-

OUSE

X

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet A
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexico.

A. E. WALKER,

RW" 4&&tw
atKrarx,

inMjiti-matioi-

(Spened
NEW ROOMING- AND
BOARDING
Your
patronage solicited.

V

M.

oooooooooo

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

(.ilobe-DetiKicr-

0

i

JOHN BECKER,
ateTa

mTS'.r"

DEEDS.

M

The Beiem Town and improvement Company
President
WM. M. BERGER.
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JUST THE THING

FOR

UPPERS ARE MADE OF KANGAROO

CALF.

MEDIUM

HEAVY,

WEAR.

THIS IS

LEATHER, EASY ON THE FOOT, AND WILL NOT
THEY HAVE HEAVY SINGLE

SKIN.

SOLES

THE
SOFT

A

CRACK

AND

OR

ONE-PIEC-

THE VAMPS ARE CUT FULL LENGTH
UNDER THE TOE. HEAVY TWILL IS USED FOR
THIS PREVENTS WRINKLES AND MAKES THE

LEATHER INSOLES.
AND LASTED

THE LINING.

COM PORT ABLE.

SHOE

STRONG

SEW THEM

THREAD,

ALL SEAMS

ARE STITCHED WITH

AND IF THEY

SHOULD RIP WE WILL

2 .00

PRICE
ONLY

cooooooooooog
a
fall

in

canned goods.

Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, we
must get rid of our canned stock fine
as it is and our reduced prices will
make them move la a hurry. Mark
you: they're Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up if you want any.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

C0004K0000000Oa

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard piano.

uu

The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor. Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any .piano
could possess.
--

f

TIIK WIIITSON MUSIC CO.

""

114'SOUTH SECOND STREET.

SasDors'

LtsmW,

Glass,

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing Mailorders Promptly Filled.
First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR STUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE THIS
NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:

0
0

TROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
WE WILL GIVE ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLATINUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

ANNOUNCEMENT

1

he is going to Ohio to live.
Albert Faber, the well known carpet dealer on West Railroad avenue,
will leave In a few days for the
hot Rprlngs, where he will take
the hot baths for a week or ten days.
He Is still suffering with rheumatism.
Charles Jones came to town last
night from the thriving lumber camp
at Kettner, N. M. He reports prosperous times at the camp. Upon completing his purchases here he will return to Kettner.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ixrke and
Miss Emma Lorke arrived in Albuquerque last night from their home
at MarysvHle, Kan., and will spend
the winter months here for the bene
fit of Mrs. Lorke's health.
'Mrs. C. W. G. Ward, of Las Vegas,
and Mrs. D. B. Carroll, of St. Louis,
who have been guests of Mrs. W. Turner here the past few days, left this
morning for the Meadow City, where
Mrs. Carroll will be the guest of Mrs.
Ward.
Percy Hawley and two other hunters left this morning In a wagon
pretty well loaded with provisions
and a tent, for San Acacia, Socorro
county, where they will spend a week
or ten days hunting on the lakes and
In the swamps of thit neighborhood
fowls.
for the
The Epworth League of the HighEpiscopal church,
land Methodist
will give a missionary entertainment
Friday evening, November 3, at 8
o'clock. There will be songs, reciFree to
tations and refreshments.
everybody, and a cordial invitation is
hereby extended to all to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. McGuire, and
latter's Bister, Mrs. Ernest lleenan,
of Cheyenne, Wyo., came In from Helen this morning.
Mr. McGuire will
return to Helen tonight, but the ladies will remain for a couple of days,
when Mrs. lleenan will proceed on
to her home In Wyoming, ana Mrs.
web-foote- d

BIA M ONDS

hen bfjrgbt right are a pood Investment. Our prices are right We
lnvltt
you to can and examine the beautiful
diamond goods we are offering;

WATCHES.

JEWELRY,

Mall order

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

alio

SILVERWARE,

receive special attention.

EVERITT

1'EAUINO

B EGARE, COAT

November
moving
pictures.
November
Ethel Tucker Stock
company.
!)
November
Second annual hall ot
Improved Order of Red Men, at Red
Mens' hall.
George Samuels
November
company,
n

l

IN VOGUE.

THIS IS THE DAY OF THE BIG
OF GENEROUS PROPORTIONS. THE "SKIMPY," SHORT

24-2-

COAT
AND

Son Lost Mother.
"Consumption runs In our family,
through
It I lost my mother,"
and
writes E. 11. Reid, of Harmony, Me.
"For the past five years, however,
on the slightest sign of a Cough or
Cold, I have taken Dr. Kind's New
Discovery for Consumption, which
bus saved me serious lung trouble."
His mother's death was a sad loss for
Mr. Held, but bo learned that lung
trouble must not be neglected, and
how to cure It. Quickest relief and
cure for coughs and colds. Price GOc
and ll.dO; guaranteed at all druggists.
Trial bottle free.

It it little short of marvelous how
a finished coat, of the quality we
show, can be produced and told for

SAN JOSE MARKET.
Wo offer today a men's work shoe
at $2, that looks neat, fits well and
feels easy right from the beginning.
It is unexcelled In wear. We invite
you to examine this shoe and compare it with the grade you have been
getting at this price, and you'll agree
with us that this shoe is an exceptional good value. C. May's shoe
store, 311 West Railroad avenue.

so little.
Qur selection
comprises
every
Style worth having, and every good
fabric from the world's looms, In the
best overcoatings
produced, tailored
and finished in a manner that can
only be approached by the very best
custom tailors.

Ovetcoats

to $302

$ 1 0:22

SIMON
STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

ETC.
JKWEL-E-

d

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

.

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

i
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Cut
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IVES,

ID.
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Sooth Flnt Strtrt
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Now is the Time
To get your Stove Woik done before the rush. Quick
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection

Meal, John
Home Base
Burners; Mountain Oak and G eat Western Heaters. The most complete line In the city,
J I ... r. I
j jIfJ fci tit t .J. A .,
AT LOWEST PRICES.

TjTf

or

V,.

1 1

'

IV Ji ;
I

0

.

... Maynard...

0

TME.

0

1

JEWELER

are cordially
invited to call whether
you purchase or not.
119 South Second Street.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.
to sioclfe.

Youa

M.

0

0
5

Subscribe for the Evening Citizen
o

0

WM. M'INTOSH.

.

HKTAIL

Wc Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
For everybody

who wants to make a

stroke.
Try a Wlas

clean-cu- t

different sizes and styles to select from.

We carry many

MIAL

UUiCK'MEAL.

nf At

j
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v

quick Mr AL

t

ftp
Agents for

(

E. L. WAvOTBURN CO.

South Second Street

J

begs to araraoiarace to is friends
aKTid p&troras, tlhiat Ibis
FALL STOCK. IS ARRIVING DAILY
and tli at for tasty
the next few days
new and
designs in
Jewelry and Silverware and handsome holiday goods will he added

"V
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Winchester

vale MtM.

Wind

122

North Flrri Stffri

3

QUICK MEAL RANGES

omen
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"RnormaangoM

HARDWARE

0

V

401-40-

J. POST & CO,

WHO L1CS ALIO

0

J

Proprietor

CHAS. F. MYERS.

and

Overcoat in our West window for Fifteen
Dollars. $tudy the window and compare values.
p
if
f
if

WHITNEY COMPANY

E

1

QUICK

We offer for ten days only any Suit

IT

MERCHANTS

HOT BLAST HEATERS.

West Gold Avenue

a Choice of Many Styles

You Have

FRESH TODAY
Salmon.
Striped Pass.
Channel Catfish.
Sea Ilass.
Rock Cod.
Flounder.
Hlne Point Oysters.
Virginia Selects.
Houma Selects.
Fresh Clams.

meeting of the territorial central com1 13-- 1
.
mittee at Santa Fe tomorrow.
W. T. Owens, city editor of the Bisbee Miner, is spending a few days In
the city. Mr. Owens Is enjoying a
little relief from the mountainous surroundings of Bisbee. Owens says that
a large number of the people of Arizona understand that single statehood
C
Is Impossible at the hands of the present congress, but they are afraid to
The only Short Ordtr Lunch
Room in thcCitv. Fine Coffee
acknowledge It.
aspec,ai.y. 2 6 S. Second St.
The funeral of Edward Walter
Gehring, the fourteen-year-olson of
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Gehring, of
1121 South Third street, who died
yesterday morning, will take place
tomorrow afternoon at 2:3u o'clock,
from St. John's Episcopal church,
Rev. A. G. Harrison conducting the
services.
County Superintendent A. B Stroup
Specialty this week it
will deliver a lecture next Sunday ev-- j
Chrytanthemumi. Also
ening at the Congregational church,!
Roses, Etc- on the topic of "Shall We Compromise
With Sin?" Prof. Stroup hi letters!
from several of the foremost men of
3J9 W. Ssnta Fe Ave.
the nation on this question, and these
Aut. Phone 118
letters will be read in connection
with the lecture.
Don't forget the annual ball of the
"Uiip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
Improved Order of Red Men, to bo
held at their hall on Thursday even- better cook with safe gas.
ing, November 9.
Subscribe for The Evening Citiien.

4
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COAT HAS LONG

DISAPPEARED;
INSTEAD,
WE
HAVE THE GREAT COAT, WITH
BROAD
ROOMY
SHOULDERS,
SLEEVES AND GENEROUS SKIRT.
FIFTY-TWAND 5MNCHES IS
NOT TOO LONG FOR THE AVERAGE
MAN.
THEY ARE VERY
HANDSOME, THESE BIG COATS;
COMFORTABLE AND
REASONABLY PRICED.

,

e

Fay-woo-

ALBUQUERQUE

EVENTS
Hrltt-Nelso-

2, 1905.

for-nitrl- y

THE GENUINE CHICKERING

-

nn-nt-

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

COMING

Ta-foy-

EX-TR-

UP FREE OF CHARGE.

Cap Toe Lace
Plain Toe Lace

McGulr9 will return to Helen. Speaking about Helen. Mr. McGtiire stated
that the town i enjoying a nice, substantial Immmh. Mid the people down
over the future
lln're are juMhint
bright prospects for R'den.
Warden Pago B.
(Mme and Fi-- h
Otero U recoiling numerous Inquiries
from residents of the territory, askWEATHER INDICATIONS.
ing him If ti e dove law is not Invalid,
Fair tonight and Friday. Cooler to- Inasmuch as tin law, according to
the printed form, sintes that the dove
night.
law gios Into effect September 31.
I'rnf. I!- S. Monro, nf I.HS Vegas, As there is no such date, the 30th, be
Is here on business
and pleasure, ing the last .lay of September, some'
thinks tbnt thi invalidates the law,
oiinliiiu il.
but Mr. Otero . ates that it b lug a
I.. It. Smith, n mining man of
N. M.. was a visitor In the typographic error only, the law is irl
effect and valid.
nietninIU today.
Vr. W, O. Sliadrach, the ear, eye
Colonel W. S. Hopewell returned to and nose specialist, has just received
lln eity Inst niulit from a business appointment frmii the department of
trip to Santa Fe.
pension exam'be Interior a
V. A. Skinner and W. N. Mapee. of iner.
This Is the same isltlon hold
capwore
territorial
the
at
Ibis city,
by Dr. Groves when the latter was
ital yesterday on business.
stationed in this city. Dr. Shadrach
There will 1c n meeting of the ex- lias many iriemU here who will conecutive committee of t lie Congrega- gratulate him on being remembered
as his duties now
tional church at 8 o'clK-- this even- by the govern'
flic not only l''nl, but territorial In
ing.
extent. He is thoroughly competent.
I.eopoldo Contrcras and 1'avitf
Mr. and Mrs. 1. A. Porterfleld, who
well known ranchmen of La
.Irt'ya, were attending to business here visited San Pi' go, and
whije there
mot. a "crooked''
young gentleman,
today.
Al. Frasei is the day mixer at the who formerly resided In this city, recity this morning. Mr.
White Elephant, vice Ixju Schoenerk-or- , turned to the
Porterfleld suvs San Diego Is a fine
who Is again laid up with rheucity, growing fast, and the people
matism.
seem to be prospering. He and Mrs.
wealty
a
cattleman Porterfleld
Edward Francis,
behud a fine time, anil
Kan.,
has
who
been spend- sides San iie;o, visited
of Newton,
a number of
ing several days in Albuquerque, left other
oltles and towns in southern
last night for his homo.
California.
Come to the reception at the Lead
"The Chaperons" company, numberAvenue Methodist Episcopal church ing R rty people, arrived this morning
this evening, and extend a welcome to on a special train from El Paso, where
the Rev. .1. C. Rollins and his family. i hey played last night to one of the
Hishop J. M. Kendrlck, of the Epis- largest
houses ever in the opera
copal church of New Mexico and Ari- house there. The company will apzona, left for Santa Fe this morning, pear at the Klks' opera house here toafter spending a couple of days in the night, and judging from the sale of
city.
seats, the capacity of the opera house
Mrs. Neill D. Field, accompanied by will be tos'td. This company is one
Miss Nina Otero, of Santa Fe, re- of the best we will have this season.
turned home last night from a two
The merchants of El Paso believe in
weeks' outing at. the Fields cottage printers ink to a great degree, and
on the Pecos.
are leaping benefits from all the towns
Don't forget the reception to the adjacent to that city, especially Jn
Rev. .1. C. Rollins and his family, at southern New Mexico, as far north
the Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal as Socorro, ft is said that mail orchurch this evening at S o clock. ders lrom outside towns prompted the
El Paso merhants to use the columns
Come. That means you.
Henry C. Ilolden, who recently came ot ail the daily papers of that city
to Albuquerque from Albany, Mo., extensively, not only Saturdays and
accompanied by his family, has rented Sundays, but every day in the week.
W. E. Drake, well known here, who
a home on West Coal avenue, and
has been timekeeper for Horabin-Mc- will spend the winter htre.
There will be a reception to the Rev. Gaffey company at Thoreau, was In the
John C. Rullins and family at the Lead city between trains this morning,
Avenue Methodist church this even- manageto Farmington, where lie will
the affairs of A. II. McGaffey,
ing at 8 o'clock. The public is corof this city, which include real e.state
dially invited to be present.
holdings and a stock of goods
Dr. Arthur J. Yost, mayor of Allen-towowned by the San Juan Store
Pa., and Melvin Oroose, also of company.
Allentown, arrived in the city last
The Citizen is in receipt of the folnight and are the guests of J. H. Yost
lowing ltjsterions
telegram
from
and family, 'JiS South Edith street.
Springfield, Ohio:
"G. 'Jameson, of
Philip KecK, prominent New York Albuquerque
married."
capitalist, who is interested in tev- - This paper haswas Becretly
done some investigateral valuable mining claims in the ing, and discovers
that the AlbuquerGolden district, returned to the city que
Jameson and the operator Jamelast evening from a trip to the camp. son at
lultila, are still In this section
T. Y. Maynard, the well known jew of the country,
hence, the secretly
Inspector
eler and watch
tor the Rio rniarned Jameson is a mystery.
railGrande division of the Santa Fe
Territorial Secretary J. W. Reyroad, was a passenger for San Martial last lght. where ho goes on an nolds and Traveling Auditor Charles
V. Safford. came down from Santa Fe
Inspection tour.
cap
Dr. F. W. Bllnn, wno has been a last night and returned to the
morning. It Is rumored their
physician at Kelly, N. M., for a number ital thisAlbuquerque
was for the purto
of years, passed through the city this trip
pose of taking a poll on the Statehood
morning en route to Ohio. Mr. Bllnn question,
which will come up In a
was accompanied by his family, and
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No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

-

Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's
and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Mills. STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
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